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Opsomming 

Titaan allooie word wêreldwyd ge-implementeer in die lugvaart, mediese en voertuig 

vervaardigings-industrieë. Die verhoging in branstofprys en die breë bevolking wat al 

hoe meer omgewingsbewus raak, stimuleer uiteindelik die vraag na hierdie materiaal 

met die gesogte belasting tot massa verhouding.   

 

Tans is dit „n groot uitdaging vir die masjinerings industrie om „n hoë materiaal 

verwyderings tempo te handhaaf, sonder om die vorm en funksie van die onderdeel af te 

skeep. Terselfdertyd is vervaardigingsmaatskappye se doelwit om onderdele so vinnig 

en goedkoop as moontlik te vervaardig. 

 

Tans word Ti-6Al-4V tussen 30 en 100 m/min gemasjineer. Hoër freestempo‟s is „n 

uitdaging. Alhoewel titaan „n baie gesogte materiaal is weens sy spesiale eienskappe, 

maak die sterkpunte masjinering ook „n besondere uitdaging. 

 

In hierdie werk is die potensiaal van PCD in hoë spoed freeswerk van Ti-6Al-4V 

ondersoek en die fundamentele oorsake vir die faling van die snyvlakke bespreek. Die 

doel is om die huidige materiaal verwyderingstempo‟s te verbeter. Verskillende 

snystrategieë is ondersoek om snypunt leeftyd te verhoog. 

 

Faling van die snyvlak gaan gepaard met „n termo-meganiese hoë siklus swig 

verskynsel. „n Moontlikheid om „n hoër materiaal verwyderingstempo te handhaaf word 

bespreek en vergelyk met die swakker prestasie van „n tungsten karbied snypunt.  

 

Die werk toon verbetering in vergelyking met huidige resultate uit die literatuur. Die 

navorsing bevestig ook dat daar „n gebied bestaan waar „n spesifieke genereerde 

temperatuur in die sny area, snypunt leeftyd verbeter, gegee dat die snypunt die 

besonder veeleisende toestande, soos temperatuur en belasting kan weerstaan.    
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Synopsis  

The titanium alloys have found wide application in the aerospace, biomedical and 

automotive industries. Soaring fuel prices and environmental concerns are the 

fundamental drivers that intensify the demand situation for titanium. From a machining 

viewpoint, one of the challenges companies face, is achieving high material removal 

rates while maintaining the form and function of the part.  The ultimate aim for a 

machining business remains to make parts quickly.   

 

Conventional cutting speeds range from 30 to 100 m/min in the machining of Ti-6Al-4V. 

Milling this alloy faster however is challenging.  Although titanium is becoming a material 

of choice, many of the same qualities that enhance titanium‟s appeal for most 

applications also contribute to its being one of the most difficult materials to machine. 

 

The author explored the potential for Polycrystalline diamond (PCD) inserts in high 

speed milling of Ti-6Al-4V, by trying to understand the fundamental causes of tool failure. 

The objective was to achieve an order of magnitude increase in tool life, while machining 

at high speed, simply by reducing some of the failure mechanisms through different 

cutting strategies. 

 

Tool wear is described as a thermo-mechanical high-cycle fatigue phenomenon. The 

capability of a higher material removal per tool life is achieved in the case of PCD inserts 

compared to Tungsten carbide (WC). The average surface roughness produced was 

relatively low. The collected chips were also analyzed. 

 

The work demonstrated progress over the performance reported in current literature. 

The work confirms that there is a region where a sufficiently high temperature in the 

cutting zone may contribute to extended tool life, provided that the tool material can 

withstand these extreme conditions.  
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Glossary 

Abrasion wear A wear pattern that occurs due to the chips rubbing across the surface 
of the tool. 

Adhesiveness A term that describes the stickiness of a material. 

ae Working engagement 

Allotropy The property by which certain elements may exists in more than one 
crystal structure. An allotrope is a specific crystal structure of the 
metal.  

Alloy system A complete series of compositions produced by mixing in all 
proportions any group of two or more components, at least of which is 
metal. 

Alpha The low temperature allotrope of titanium with a hexagonal, close-
packed crystal structure. 

Alpha-beta structure A microstructure containing α and β as the principal phases at a 
specific temperature. 

Annealing A generic term denoting a treatment, consisting of heating to, and 
holding at, a suitable temperature followed by cooling at a suitable 
rate. 

ANSI An organization founded in 1918 that developed standards for 
industrial products in the United states. 

ap Cutting depth 

Beta The high temperature allotrope of titanium with a body-centered cubic 
crystal structure that occurs above the β transus. 

Binder A substance added to the powder to increase the strength of the 
compact and cement together powder particles that alone would not 
sinter into a strong object. 

Brinell hardness 
number (HB) 

A number related to the applied load and to the surface area of the 
permanent impression made by a ball indenter. 

Brittleness The tendency of a material to fracture without first undergoing 
significant plastic deformation. Contrast with ductility. 

Built-up edge It is a condition where some of the work piece material welds to the 
cutting edge. 

CBN Cubic Boron Nitride 

Cemented carbide Material that is manufactured by combining tungsten carbide (WC) 
powders and binder cobalt powders (Co). 

Ceramics Cutting materials that offers high mechanical and thermal properties. 

Cermets Sintered alloy that is comprised of titanium carbide (TiC), titanium 
nitride (TiN) and nickel (Ni) binder. 

CIS Standards developed by Japan Cemented Carbide Tool Manufacturers 
Association. 

Coarse grains Grains larger than normal for the particular wrought metal or alloy or of 
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a size that produces a surface roughening known as alligator skin in 
wrought metals. 

Compact An object produced by compression of metal powder, generally while 
confined in a die, with or without the inclusion of non-metallic 
constituents. 

Corrosion The deterioration of a metal by a chemical or electrochemical reaction 
with its environment. 

Corrosive wear Wear in which chemical or electrochemical reaction with the 
environment is significant 

Depth of cut Describe the thickness of the work piece material that is to be removed 
by the cutting edge when machining. 

Ductility The ability of a material to deform plastically before fracturing. 
Measured by elongation or reduction of area in a tension test 

EDM Electric Discharge Machining 

Fatigue The phenomenon leading to fracture under repeated or fluctuating 
stresses having a maximum value less than the tensile strength of the 
material. Fatigue fractures are progressive, beginning as minute 
cracks that grow under the action of fluctuating stress. 

Feed (vf) The distance a tool moves in a given time period. 

Feed per tooth (fz) The amount of movement of the table from when one tooth comes to 
the cutting position to when another tooth comes to the cutting 
position. 

Fracture toughness Term that is used as a measure of resistance of a material to failure 
from fracture from a pre-existing crack. 

Hardness A measure of the resistance of a material to surface indentation or 
abrasion; may be thought of as a function of the stress required to 
produce some specified type of surface deformation. There is no 
absolute scale for hardness. 

Impurities Undesirable elements or compounds in the material.  

Inclusion A particle of foreign material in a metallic matrix. The particle is usually 
a compound (oxide, sulphide).  

ISO International Organization for Standardization 

Machinability The relative ease of machining a metal. 

Megatrends Long-term processes of transformation with a broad scope and a 
dramatic impact. They are considered to be powerful factors which 
shape future markets. 

Melting point The temperature at which a pure metal, compound, or eutectic 
changes from solid to liquid. The temperature at which the liquid and 
solid are in equilibrium. 

Microstructure Refers to the phases and grain structure present in a metallic 
component. 

MRR Material removal rate 

Oxidation A reaction in which there is an increase in valence resulting from a 
loss of electrons. Contrast with reduction. 
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Passes Term given to the number of times the cut needs to be carried out. 

PCBN Polycrystalline Cubic Boron Nitride 

PCD Polycrystalline diamond 

PM Powder Metallurgy 

Residual stress Stress remaining in a structure or member as a result of thermal or 
mechanical treatment or both. Stress arises in fusion welding primarily 
the weld metal contracts on cooling from the solidus to room 
temperature. 

Rockwell hardness 
number (HR) 

A number derived from the net increase in depth of impression as the 
load of the indenter is increased and decreased from a fixed load. The 
numbers are always quoted with a scale symbol. 

Rupture stress The stress at failure. Also known as breaking or fracture stress. 

SEM Scanning Electron Microscope 

Shoulder milling A machining process (milling) in which 90° walls can be achieved. 

Sintering A process of heating a material and bonding its powder particles or 
compressed powder particles. 

Spindle A rotation axis of a machine, on which a cutting tool is mounted. 

Surface Hardening A generic term covering several processes applicable to a suitable 
ferrous alloy that produces, by quench hardening only, a surface layer 
that is harder or more wear resistant than the core. 

Vb Average flank wear [This comes from the German 
“Verschleißmarkbreite” (wear width)] 

Vc Cutting speed 

Vickers Hardness 
number 

An indentation hardness test employing a 136° diamond pyramid 
indenter (Vickers) and variable loads, enabling the use of one 
hardness scale for all ranges of hardness. 

WC Tungsten Carbide 

XRD X-Ray Diffraction 
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1. Introduction 

The purpose of this project is to determine how to exploit the high performance milling 

approach on titanium.  

 

The global trend is towards faster, greener results. Aircraft manufacturing is in a growth 

phase, and as a result, the demand for titanium components in aircraft manufacture is 

experiencing significant growth. It holds the key to mass reduction where load bearing or 

performance under moderately elevated temperatures is required. The superior mass to 

strength ratio results in reduced fuel consumption and emissions.  

 

The South African government has successfully included counter trade clauses into 

recent aircraft acquisition transactions. To support future counter trade opportunities, the 

Department of Science and Technology (DST) has embarked on a manufacturing 

capability enhancement programme.  Manufacturing processes of light metals with an 

emphasis on titanium machining is one of the research initiatives supported by the DST. 

 

The current business perspective for success is to take global megatrends into 

consideration to deduce a unique custom company focus. Soaring fuel prices, 

environmental concerns and increased air travel demand are drivers that intensify the 

demand situation for titanium. A growing market niche for high value titanium machined 

components is perceived. Ti-6Al-4V is one of the most popular titanium alloys. 

Machining is a major cost contributor. It creates an opportunity for a supplier to gain a 

competitive advantage. Tool materials able to withstand high temperatures, such as 

PCD, is shown to have potential to last significantly longer at higher cutting speeds. 

Cutting strategy is another potential focus area to achieve effective improvements. 

 

Hypothesis 

PCD cutting materials will yield cost and lead time benefits for titanium machining.  

 

This document contains the different machining challenges of Ti-6Al-4V and indicates 

the opportunities for effectiveness improvement. This study explores the potential for 
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innovative cutting materials to mill Ti-6Al-4V at high speeds. Studies of the wear modes 

and mechanisms were the point of departure to establish performance criteria.  
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2. The market for titanium machining 

―Give me six hours to chop down a tree and I will spend the first four sharpening the 

axe.‖ - Abraham Lincoln, US President (1861-65) 

2.1 The evolving market 

2.1.1 Introduction 

The one word that characterises good business in our time is speed.  Thomas Friedman 

states in his book, The World is Flat, the twenty-first century will be remembered not for 

military conflicts or political events, but as the new age of globalization and the 

“flattening of the world”. The explosion of advanced technologies now means that 

knowledge, skills and resources have connected all over the planet, levelling the playing 

field as never before, so that each of us as individuals, businesses, industries or as 

countries are potentially an equal and a competitor of the other [1]. Think global, act 

local. 

 

Today the trend is towards Megatrends. Nottbohm [2] mentioned that megatrends are a 

guide for innovation, which became a relevant strategic issue in many corporate 

headquarters (figure 2-1).  

 

Figure 2-1: Innovation change the world, innovation needs changes [2] 

Companies can gain valuable insights if information on a megatrend is translated into a 

company‟s very own context. Globalization, energy and resource reversal, climate 

Megatrends is a guide 
for innovation 

Megatrends is a 
reflection of the 
social processes 
 

Knowledge 

Megatrends Innovation 

Each innovation 
begins and ends 
with the customer 
 

The path to the 
future leads 

through innovation 
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change and environmental impacts are some of the main megatrends [3 & 4] in the 

manufacturing industry. Climate change and global environmental concern guided 

aerospace companies to introduce methods to move to greener skies. These 

megatrends are also directing innovations to the efficient manufacturing of energy 

resources, like wind- and sea energy turbines. The increase of Russians, Indians and 

Brazilians that want to fly is a reflection of the new patterns of mobility [3], which is 

globally increasing. 

 

Outsourcing is enabled by the massive investment in technology of the last decade and 

now goods, services and skills are sourced easily from almost any part of the globe [5]. 

The Aerospace industry makes use of outsourcing to a large extent in order to keep 

costs down and stay competitive. This trend caused a shift of technology development 

towards the suppliers. Technology development to supply the product faster, cheaper 

and technologically superior is now a challenge shared by the system integrator and the 

supplier network. 

2.1.2 Growing demand 

―Air transportation is definitely a growing industry contributing to economic development 

and generating wealth around the world. ― - Airbus Chief Operating Officer (COO) 

Customers, John Leahy. 

The global civil aviation industry is estimated to contribute 8% of the world‟s gross 

domestic product (GDP), or $3.5 trillion [6]. The Airbus Global Market Forecast 

anticipates a demand for 24,300 new passenger and freighter aircraft between 2007 and 

2026, creating an average delivery rate of some 1,215 airliners annually during this 20-

year period valued at US$ 2.8 trillion [7]. The aerospace and defence industries are 

currently experiencing substantial growth (figure 2-2), however it is questionable whether 

they have sufficient capacity to meet future demands.  
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Rolls Royce forecast [8] that engine orders will increase from 35 000 in the period 1996-

2005 to about 55 000 in 2006-2015 (57% growth).  
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Figure 2-2: Rolls Royce engine order forecast [8] 

The latest outlook report forecasts that engine deliveries units are estimated to be 71, 

500 in 2017-2026. Engine demand over the next 20 years could be worth US$ 701 

billion as indicated in table 2-1 [9]. Additionally, world traffic is expected to increase by 

4.9% p.a.  [6, 7 & 9] Since 1970, air traffic has doubled every 15 years, and Airbus 

expects it to double again in the next 15 years [6].  These high growth rates together 

with the highly competitive environment in which aerospace companies operate, will 

necessitate an accompanying increase in effectiveness and capacity. The largest aircraft 

customers over the next decade will be China and India, and as a result many aircraft 

components that traditionally would be made in Europe, the US, and Canada are instead 

being manufactured in these emerging markets [10]. 

Table 2-1: Engine deliveries per sector [9] 

Sector Units Value ($bn) 

Business Jets 63,816 93 

Regional Aircrafts 14,427 43 

Mainline Aircraft 51,126 528 

Freighters 2,244 36 

Total 131,613 701 

2.1.3 Greener skies 

April 2008, leaders from across the global aviation industry, the big four Western 

commercial aircraft manufacturers and the Western aero-engine makers, affirmed their 

and their companies‟ commitment to combating global climate change. This will pursue 
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the development and deployment of new technologies, cleaner fuels and to further 

improve aircraft fuel efficiency [6]. Fuel is the largest cost for all airlines and a major 

priority for profitable airline operation.  

 

Figure 2-3 indicate the definite increased trend in jet fuel cost. For some carriers the fuel 

bill can account for up to 50% of direct operating costs. For most carriers fuel expense 

grew from 15% to more than 25% of total airline operating costs (2003-2006) [9 & 

11].The market need for approximately 24,300 new aircraft during the next 20 years 

represents a combined order book value of US$2.8 trillion, and will be driven by the 

need for more fuel and eco-efficient aircraft to cope with traffic growth, as well as for the 

replacement of older-generation equipment [7].  The industry‟s main emissions are CO2, 

H2O and Nitrogen oxides. The CO2 emissions are directly proportional to the amount of 

fuel burnt. According to the UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, aviation 

accounts for 2% of global CO2 emissions [6]. Therefore the drive for fuel efficiency is 

vital in all airlines operations. This is also reflected in the orders for newer type, fuel 

efficient airplanes.  

 

By 2026, the fuel consumption of the average world fleet is expected to be at three litres 

per 100 passenger kilometres (km), similar to the benchmark that the A380 set recently 

[7]. Cars currently marketed in Europe have an average of 6.5 litres per person per 100 

km, while the average for US cars is 9.6 litres [6]. 

 

Figure 2-3: Increase in jet fuel (US$/barrel) [12] 

Alternative fuels are also being investigated, such as gas-to-liquids-produced synthetic 

fuels and possible second-generation non-food bio-fuels. Second generation bio-fuels 
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might be available by 2020, and the fuels mix including 30% bio-fuels might be in service 

by 2030 [13].   

 

Whether if the fuel price will fall in the long term only time will tell, however fuel efficiency 

will remain important to many airlines and fleet renewal is essential part of this. The 

future trend is to fight climate change and to get our skies greener. Reducing the weight 

of the aircrafts can contribute a great deal.  

2.2 Aero-engines 

2.2.1 Introduction 

The components of an aero-engine must withstand a highly demanding operating 

environment. Clearly these conditions place great demands on the materials used in 

engine construction. The important properties include high temperature, high strength-to-

weight ratio and corrosion resistance. The structures must also withstand wide range of 

thermal and g-force conditions. The maximum operating temperatures could well exceed 

the melting point of most metals.  

 

Driven by a competitive consumer‟s market to keep airfares and shipping rates low, 

aerospace manufacturers need to reduce costs from 5 to 10% annually [10]. This makes 

the application of the materials used in the aero-engine and efficiency of the 

manufacturing processes critical. The material for one of the titanium split-fan cases cost 

$30 000 per part in 2007 compared to $5 000 in 2004 [10]. Aero-engines are generally 

manufactured of alloys of steel, nickel, titanium and aluminium as shown in Figure 2-4 

[14]. 

Other

5% Steel & Steel 

alloys

25%

Titanium

30%

Nickel and Nickel 

alloys

40%  

Figure 2-4: Typical commercial aero-engine material content [14] 
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These materials offer an economical benefit by ensuring efficient fuel consumption and 

longer operation life because of their properties. Titanium and Nickel-based alloys best 

satisfy this criterion. There was also an increase in the use of titanium and nickel-based 

up till the end of the 20th century, suggesting their dominant and competitive use in 

aerospace engines [15]. Their machinability is however poor, currently limiting their use.  

2.2.2 Superalloys 

The term superalloy is derived from the especially tough and demanding operational 

applications where these alloys are used [15]. These applications require high tolerance 

to extreme temperatures. Superalloys are not only employed in turbine applications, but 

are also utilized in petrochemical equipment and nuclear reactors [16]. Superalloys 

represent a category that overlaps the ferrous and nonferrous metals.  Some of them are 

based on iron while others are based on nickel and cobalt. These metals are 

commercially important as they are rather costly and of technological importance, 

because of their extraordinary characteristics. The high costs associated with the 

machining of these materials can be credited to the fact that cutting speeds for 

superalloys are only 5 to 10% of those used for steel [17].  

 

Nevertheless, in many instances, although superalloys have significant oxidation 

resistance, it is not sufficient enough for some extreme applications. Therefore many 

applications at temperatures above 760°C, as in aircraft turbines, the superalloy must be 

coated [17]. Nickel-based turbine blades can operate at temperatures up to 520°C [13]. 

2.2.2.1 Types of superalloys 

These alloys typically have an austenitic face-centered cubic crystal structure. A 

superalloy's base alloying element is usually nickel, cobalt, or nickel-iron [17]. These 

alloys are divided into three groups according to their principal constituent. 

1. Iron-based 

Iron-based have been developed from austenitic stainless steels. Iron is the main 

ingredient of this alloy, although it is less than 50% in some cases. Some have very low 

thermal expansion coefficients which make them especially suited for shafts, rings and 

casings. However, they have the poorest hot strength properties of the three groups. 

Common types: Inconel 909, A286 and Greek Ascoloy 

2. Nickel-based 
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Nickel-based alloys are the most widely used and accounts for about 50 wt% of 

materials used in an aerospace engine. This is mainly in the gas turbine compartment 

[13]. The base metal is nickel as the name indicates and this material generally has 

better high temperature strength than alloy steels. The principal alloying elements are 

chromium and cobalt. Lesser elements include aluminium and titanium. Inconel 718 is 

the most popular of the nickel-based alloys, accounting for 25% and 45 % of the annual 

volume production for cast and wrought nickel-based alloys, respectively [18]. 

Common types: Inconel 718 and Inconel 625  

3. Cobalt-based 

Cobalt-based alloys display superior hot corrosion resistance at high temperatures, but 

are more expensive and more difficult to machine compared to nickel-based alloys. 

Therefore their use in turbines is restricted to combustion parts in the hottest engine 

areas. They are also used for components in nuclear reactors and surgical implants. The 

main elements in these alloys are cobalt and chromium [19]. 

Common types: Haynes 25 and Stellite 31 

2.2.2.2 Applications 

The aerospace industry consumes roughly two-thirds of all the superalloys produced 

[17].  This industry uses the superalloy to manufacture jet engines and associated 

components, mainly in the hot end of aircraft engines and land-based turbines. The 

material‟s ability to retain high mechanical and chemical properties at elevated 

temperatures makes it ideal to use in both rotating and stationary components in the hot 

end of jet engines [20]. The remaining third of superalloy consumption is used by the 

chemical, medical and structural industries, due to their high temperature properties and 

exceptional corrosion resistance [21]. 

2.2.3 Machinability of Aero-engine alloys 

Machinability rating depends on tool life, surface finish and power consumed during the 

operation. Component forces and chip shape also provide a good assessment of the 

machinability of the material [22]. The poor machinability of super- and titanium alloys 

are due to their inherent characteristics [23].  
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These characteristics subject cutting tool materials to extreme thermal and mechanical 

stresses close to the cutting edge [15]. Titanium alloys reaction with most tool materials 

at elevated temperatures conditions also results in accelerated tool wear [20]. 

 

Although these high-performance alloys are able to withstand extreme temperatures that 

would destroy conventional metals like steel and aluminium, the low thermal conductivity 

of titanium alloy (about 15 W/m.◦C) and nickel alloy (about 11 W/m.◦C) [17], relative to 

conventional steels or cast iron, leads to significant increase in temperature at the 

cutting edge during machining [24]. Aero-engine alloys retain most of their strength at 

these increased cutting temperatures, which also generate additional heat in the shear 

zone. This leads to rapid tool failure [25]. Typical tool failure includes notching at the 

nose, flank wear, crater wear and chipping [15]. 
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3. Titanium and its machinability characteristics 

3.1 Introduction 

 

In 1791 a priest and part-time chemist, William Gregor, discovered a new chemical 

element in the mineral Menachanite [26]. Gregor named the new element Menachite. 

 

In 1795 the German Chemist M.H. Klaproth rediscovered the element, naming it 

Titanium after the Titans. The pure element was first isolated by Liebig from Rutile in 

1831. Rutile is pure Titanium Dioxide [27].  

 

Titanium as a metal was first isolated in 1910 [27]. For many years the element titanium 

remained a chemical curiosity because any attempt to smelt the metal from its ore led to 

an extremely brittle material with no practical usage. 

 

In the 1940s and 50s, Kroll and Hunter were able to eliminate the source of fragility by 

avoiding the absorption of elements like oxygen, nitrogen, carbon and hydrogen in 

titanium with the Kroll process. This process is nowadays the used system for prime 

smelting of metallic titanium [26]. As indicated in Figure 3-1 [28], the price of titanium 

was relatively stable until 1998. 

 

Figure 3-1: Prices of U.S. Titanium ingot [28] 

Increased industrial, medical, sporting goods and other commercial application demand 

drove higher prices in 2001. Prices dropped 33% in 2002 after the 9/11 events and a 

steep decline in the commercial aerospace sector, causing titanium mills to slow 

production significantly. In early 2003, global titanium demand began to increase rapidly 
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primarily due to the recovery of the commercial aerospace sector, driving up prices for 

finished titanium, as well as for titanium scrap and raw materials. The price of titanium 

ingot doubled in 2004 and doubled again in 2005 [28]. 

 

Titanium ingot is produced by three U.S. companies: Timet (Titanium Metals 

Corporation), Allegheny Technologies Incorporated, and RMI Titanium. These three 

companies produce 54 percent of the world‟s titanium ingot [28]. 

3.2 Titanium and its alloys 

Titanium is an allotropic element; it exists in more than one crystallographic form [15 & 

17]. The properties of titanium alloys are determined by their metallurgy and alloy 

content, and the particular heat treatment to which they have been exposed. Titanium 

exists in an alpha-form with a hexagonal close packed (HCP) structure at a lower 

temperature, but in the region of 950ºC and above, this change to a beta body-centred 

cubic (BCC) formation [29]. The inherent properties of these two allotropes are quite 

different, and the physical properties and machining behaviour of the titanium depend 

greatly on how much each phase is present. Titanium alloys are available in three 

varieties depending on the structures and alloying types present, which include alpha, 

beta and alpha-beta. These categories denote the general type of microstructure after 

processing. Crystal- and grain structure are not synonymous terms and both must be 

specified to completely identify the alloy and its expected mechanical, physical and 

corrosion behaviour [30]. Titanium is able to maintain good strength properties at 

temperatures above 500 ˚C (although some modern alloys can operate at 820ºC) and 

apart from their good anti-corrosion properties, titanium also has good creep properties.  

[31]. While grain shape and size affect behaviour, the crystal structure changes (alpha to 

beta or vice versa) that occur during processing play a major role in defining titanium 

properties [32].   

 

A summary of these alloy groups is provided in this chapter, but for a detailed 

description of titanium alloys and their properties, the reader is referred to Honnarat [29 

& 30]. 
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3.2.1 Alpha phase alloys 

Alpha () alloys are alloys with relatively high amounts of alpha stabilizer and low 

concentrations of beta stabilizers. The alpha phase is known as Commercially Pure (CP) 

titanium; it is relatively soft and can be machined at high speeds. These alloys are 

generally more resistant to creep at high temperature than Alpha-Beta or Beta alloys. 

[30].This material presents no significant machining problems, but the material lacks the 

beneficial properties of the other alloys. It is primarily the strength and flexibility that 

limits its uses. The minimum yield strength ranges from 170 to 480 MPa [33].  

 

Grain structure changes in alpha and super alpha alloys are made by inducing re-

crystallization through cold work and annealing [30]. Residual stresses induced by cold 

working of alpha and super alpha alloys are relieved by stress-relief annealing or re-

crystallization annealing [32]. Alpha alloys have inherently good weldability, which stems 

from the fact that alpha alloys generally are insensitive to heat treatment. These alloys 

however have poorer forgeability and narrower forging temperature ranges than the 

other alloys [32]. This ductile alloy is being used extensively in the biomedical field.  

3.2.2 Alpha-Beta alloys 

Alpha-Beta (α+β) alloys are the most common titanium alloys.  When a blend of beta-

favouring and alpha-favouring alloy elements is added to titanium, the alloy structures in 

the alpha-beta range are formed. These alloys are moderately difficult to machine, and 

relatively short tool life can be a problem because alpha-beta chips are difficult to break 

and abrasive [15, 30 & 32]. These alloys show higher strength than the near alpha alloy, 

and have a good combination of properties that ensure better operations at about 315-

400°C [33].  

 

Mixed α+β alloys, in which a mixture of both classes are present accounts for the 

majority of titanium alloys employed today [30 & 32]. A wide variety of microstructures 

can be generated in alpha-beta alloys by adjusting the thermo-mechanical process 

parameters. Ti-6Al-4V, the most widespread Alpha-Beta alloy, is used extensively in the 

aerospace, medical and chemical industries [34 & 35]. 
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3.2.3 Beta phase alloys 

Beta (β) phase titanium alloys do not have the toughness of the Alpha-Betas, but are 

harder and more brittle due to the higher percentage vanadium, molybdenum and 

chromium present in the phase [30 & 32].  Therefore these alloys are difficult to 

machine, but extremely lightweight and strong. Push rods and valve stems in auto racing 

and components for jet engines are applications areas for this material.  

3.3 Characteristics of Titanium 

Titanium is a material used extensively in aerospace frame structural parts, where the 

operating temperature exceeds 130°C, which is the conventional maximum operating 

temperature for aluminium alloys [33]. Titanium alloys account for 30% of the total 

engine mass as shown in figure 2-4 in commercial and 40% in military projects [29]. 

Apart from this major application titanium is also used in the automotive, medical, micro-

component and petro-chemical industry, due to its superior characteristics [30 & 32]. 

Titanium has a density which is only about half of steel, therefore weighing roughly half 

of steel parts. But its strength 551 MPa (80, 000 psi) for pure titanium and 1240 MPa 

(180, 000 psi) for its alloys are far greater than the strength of many alloy steels [30].  

 

This relatively lightweight and high strength gives titanium an extremely high strength-to-

weight ratio.  In fact, titanium possesses the highest strength to weight ratio of any 

modern structural metal, a feature which was spurred its widespread in aerospace 

frames. Titanium also has nearly twice the elasticity of steel, making it an ideal choice for 

applications that require flexible materials that do not crack or rupture [30].  It also resists 

corrosion and oxidation which provide savings on protective coating like paints that will 

otherwise be used in the case of steel [33]. These properties and machining 

characteristics can be modified and carefully controlled through alloying, and in some 

cases, by heat treatment [32]. A significant part of current machining centre technology 

development is focused on maximizing material removal rates (MRR) and thereby 

reducing machining time of titanium components. Cutting titanium alloys quicker, 

however is challenging.  Although titanium is becoming a material of choice, many of the 

same qualities that enhance titanium‟s appeal for most applications also contribute to its 

being one of the most difficult to machine materials [35-40].  
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3.4 Titanium in the industry 

Figure 3-2 [41] provides the consumption and expected output of mill products for 2004-

2010. This is estimated by Timet (Titanium Metals Corporation) based on information from 

various sources and assumptions. The aircraft build rate estimated by The Airline 

Monitor in July 2005 was used to estimate the commercial aerospace titanium 

requirements. The decline in demand for titanium by the commercial aerospace market 

is not currently expected until 2009. Military aerospace demand is based on numbers 

from the Teal Group. Industrial market demand is estimated to grow by 3% per year as 

the Far East and China continue to build power plants to support internal growth. The 

emerging market demand is estimated to grow at competitive rates fuelled significantly 

by demand from the oil and gas markets. Figure 3-2 indicates that the consumption of 

titanium products is expected to continue to grow from the record in 2004 of 61,800 

metric tons to 86,000 metric tons in 2010 [41]. 

 

Figure 3-2: World Mill Product Titanium consumption by mayor industry 
[41] 

If this demand occurs as projected, then the titanium industry will have an extended up-

cycle during which it should have the financial resources to invest capital to improve the 

production process and develop low-cost sponge capabilities. Extensive research in 

different manufacturing aspects of titanium and its alloys are therefore important. This 

includes machining and specifically milling of the material. 
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3.4.1 Aerospace sector 

In both military and commercial aircraft, the classical application areas for titanium alloys 

are airframes and aero-engines. 

3.4.1.1 Commercial aerospace 

Titanium can be utilised in the flow rotors, compressor wheels and other forged items in 

large high-performance engines as indicated in figure 3-3 [30]. This is due to their high 

tensile strength-to-weight ratio, high corrosion resistance [17, 30] and ability to withstand 

moderately high temperatures without creeping, that titanium alloys are used in 

aerospace. A large proportion as indicated in figure 3-4, of all titanium metal produced is 

used in aircraft engines and frames [30]. 

 

Figure 3-3: Titanium usage in GE-90 aero-engine [30] 

Due to the alloy‟s low density it is employed in compressor blades which operate at 

extremely high peripheral speeds. Alloys that have a high Young modulus (E) and a low 

density (ρ) have a high specific modulus (E/ρ) within an extended temperature range     

(-250°C to 500°C) which is ideal [42].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tensile_strength
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alloy
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Approximately 10% of the Boeing 777 airframe weight is titanium and the total amount of 

the aircraft is more than 45 tons (100 000 lbs) as indicated in figure 3-4 [19 & 28]. 

 

Figure 3-4: Titanium in commercial aircraft [19 & 28] 

The decline of titanium use in the 767 can be attributed to the perceived shortage in 

titanium supply. The engines alone of the Airbus A380 use about 11 tons of titanium, but 

the total weight of titanium in this aircraft is more than 50 tons (110 000 lbs). 

3.4.1.2 Military aerospace 

The difference between military aircraft and commercial aircraft are in their airframes. 

Military aircrafts use a higher percentage of titanium than commercial airliners. This is 

due to considerably higher dynamic and static loading of the airframe in military class 

aircrafts. The typical aluminium structural technology used in a commercial aircraft is 

simply insufficient to meet current military standards. The principle reason for the 

increased use of titanium is that each generation of aircraft needs to fly higher, faster 

and be more manoeuvrable than its predecessor. Global, military use of titanium is 

expected to increase significantly between now and 2015 [28]. The high-thrust military 

engines are possible through advanced engineering developments in the use of titanium 

alloys that have elevated fatigue strength, creep resistance and high temperature 

strength. 

 

Over the past 20 years [41] military aircraft demand declined from more than 500 units 

per year in the late 1980‟s to about 150 in 2000 and 2001. This is largely due to the end 

of the cold war and downsizing of military arsenals and budgets. Corresponding to the 
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previously mentioned decline in aircraft shipments, there has been decline in titanium 

consumption.  

 

However, the potential for conflicts has ushered in a renewed need for air superiority and 

with the fleet aging and new aircraft poised to replace the old, the trend is reversing. The 

outlook is for growth in the military aerospace segment. Projected manufacture improved 

to over 200 in 2003-2006 and it is expected to be over 300 in 2007 - 2010. Most of these 

new aircraft will be cargo aircrafts and fighters, rather than bombers [41]. 

 

In 1959, the SR-71 "Blackbird" was one of the first aircraft to make extensive use of 

titanium within its structure, paving the way for its use in modern fighter and commercial 

aircraft [30]. Its titanium airframe helped it withstand the 260°C (500°F) heat generated 

by air friction in sustained Mach 3 flight [30].  

 

The F-4 Phantom was the first production fighter to make extensive use of titanium. The 

upcoming F-22 Raptor and the Eurofighter, calls for around 40%wt titanium [30]. It is the 

highest proportion of titanium of any current US fighter [28]. The Eurofighter‟s first 

production deliveries occurred in 2002 and 409 are expected to be built in the period 

from 2003 to 2010. The F-22‟s deliveries were scheduled for 2003 [28]. 

 

The military aircraft production is definitely on the increase with many current programs 

that use more titanium than their predecessors. Therefore this market should remain a 

significant part of total world consumption of titanium. 

3.4.2 Automotive applications  

Although Titanium seems compatible for the use in several components in passenger 

cars, the high price of Titanium prevented the realization of these applications in mass-

produced passenger cars [43]. The different alloys can be used for the applications 

indicated in Figure 3-5 [30]. Titanium based materials could be used for the valves and 

turbocharger rotors, because it combines high temperature capability and low density. 

Alpha phase titanium sheets would be appropriate for the exhaust system, because of 

outstanding weld ability and formability.  
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Beta phase titanium alloys are the best choice for suspension springs, because of high 

strength and low modulus of elasticity [30]. Ti-LCB, a new low cost β-alloy, has been 

pointed out to have the potential to be used as spring material for mass-produced 

passenger cars [32]. 

 

Figure 3-5: Potential Automotive applications of Titanium [30] 

Volkswagen equipped the LUPO FSI model with rear suspension springs made out of 

this low cost Beta alloy Ti-LCB [32].  The Mitsubishi Lancer GSR model introduced a 

titanium inter-metallic component in their passenger car by casting the rotor head of the 

turbocharger rotor with a alloy. The advantage of using a material is the low weight 

of the rotor which minimizes the time required to spin up the turbocharger and therefore 

reducing the lag [30].  

 

The current cost structure severely limits the use of titanium in the automotive industry. 

There are however several examples where the application of titanium yielded significant 

performance benefits. It can be expected that the motor industry will develop into a 

major market for titanium and titanium machining once prices are reduced.  

3.4.3 Biomedical applications 

Ductile Alpha-titanium is being employed extensively in the biomedical field. Corrosion 

resistance, bio-adhesion (bone in growth), bio-compatibility (non-toxic and is not rejected 

by the body), modulus of elasticity, fatigue strength, and good process ability are all 

properties which are of interest for biomedical implications [45]. The modulus of elasticity 

should be as close as possible to the modulus of bone which is in the range of 10-30 

GPa [30]. 
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The use of titanium in the biomedical field has become well known, for the reason that 

titanium fulfils the mentioned property requirements better than any competing material. 

Competing materials include stainless steels, commercially pure (CP) tantalum and Co-

Cr-alloys [44]. The exceptional corrosion resistance and biocompatibility of Titanium 

gives the material the edge over its competing materials. According to the authors [45] 

there are a range of different medical devices using titanium. These devices include hip 

joint implants, heart valves, bone plates and screws. The material can also be used for 

the surgical instruments used in image-guided surgery, wheelchairs, and products where 

high strength-to-weight ratio is essential. 

 

Fractures can be repaired by stabilizing the fractured bones with small titanium plates 

and screws as shown in Figure 3-6 [30]. Commercially pure titanium (CP-Ti) is the 

material of choice for bone plates which does not have such a high strength 

requirement. Depending on the complexity and shape of the individuals needs, various 

grades of CP titanium can be used. If fairly straight plates of higher strength is essential, 

either Ti-6Al-4V or Ti-6Al-7Nb alloys is used [32]. 

 

Figure 3-6: Bone plate implant [30] 

The stem of a hip joint implant is the most demanding biomedical implant application and 

requires high fatigue strength. The stem which is manufactured of titanium has a 

ceramic head which can rotate in a cup made out of ultra-high molecular weight 

polyethylene (UHMWPE) (Figure 3-7 [30]). This combination of materials results in a 

very low friction coefficient. The cup is held in a metal backed shell. The metal backed 

shell and the screws are also made out of titanium, usually Ti-6Al-4V or CP-Ti [30]. The 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Surgical_instruments
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image-guided_surgery
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surface of the stem is essential to facilitate better bone in growth (bio-adhesion). Bone 

adhesion improves with increasing roughness of the surface stem.  

 

Figure 3-7: Schematic of artificial hip-joint [30] 

Since titanium is non-ferromagnetic, patients with titanium implants can be safely 

examined with magnetic resonance imaging [30]. Preparing titanium for implantation in 

the body involves subjecting it to a high-temperature plasma arc which removes the 

surface atoms, exposing fresh titanium that is instantly oxidized [32]. 

3.4.4 Consumer Applications 

3.4.4.1 Marine markets 

Due to its high corrosion resistance to sea water, titanium is used extensively in the 

marine world. The material is used in the heat exchangers of desalination plants [46], 

heater-chillers for salt water aquariums, and to make propeller shafts. Titanium is used 

to manufacture the housings and other components of ocean-deployed surveillance and 

monitoring devices for scientific and military use [32]. 

3.4.4.2 Industrial 

Titanium is used in welded pipes and process equipment such as heat exchangers, 

tanks, process vessels and valves in the chemical and petrochemical industries [30]. 

The pulp and paper industry uses titanium in process equipment exposed to corrosive 

media such as sodium hypochlorite or wet chlorine gas [32].  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetic_resonance_imaging
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plasma_%28physics%29
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3.4.4.3 Sport equipment 

Equipment such as golf clubs, lacrosse stick shafts, helmet grills and bicycle frames are 

made from titanium [30 & 32]. Almost everything on expensive racing bikes can be made 

from this material [47]. Although it is slightly more expensive than traditional alternatives, 

these products can be considerably lighter without compromising strength.  

3.4.4.4 Architecture and Construction 

Titanium has occasionally been used in architectural applications. The 40m memorial to 

Yuri Gagarin (the first man to travel in space) in Moscow, is made of titanium for the 

metal's attractive colour and association with rocketry [30]. The Guggenheim Museum, 

Bilbao and the Cerritos Millennium Library were the first buildings in Europe and North 

America respectively to be covered in titanium panels [32].  

3.5 Cutting behaviour of Titanium  

The machinability of titanium alloys is poor compared to both general steels and 

stainless steels, which imposes particular demands on the cutting tools employed for 

machining [19 & 22].  Titanium alloys requires cutting forces only slightly higher, but do 

have metallurgical characteristics that make them more difficult and more expensive to 

machine than steels with equivalent hardness [30]. Despite the obvious desirability of 

such a low density and high strength metal as an engineering material, other properties 

have historically conspired to present difficulties when machining titanium alloys. Until 

modern cutting tools and methods were developed it was considered to be extremely 

difficult to machine efficiently [32 & 48]. 

3.6 Ti-6Al-4V alloy 

3.6.1 Introduction 

Ti-6Al-4V is one of the most popular titanium alloys and compromises about 45–60% of 

the total titanium products in practical use [30, 33 & 34]. This alloy is formed by a blend 

of alpha- and beta favouring alloying elements and form part of the Alpha-Beta alloys. 

The α (hexagonal close packed) is hard, brittle with strong hardening tendency. The β 

(body centred cubic) is ductile, easily formed with strong tendency to adhere [42]. Ti-6Al-

4V is available in wrought, cast and powder metallurgy and the properties depend on the 

interstitial contents and thermal-mechanical processing. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Hip_prosthesis.jpg
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3.6.2 Chemical composition 

Ti-6Al-4V can be produced in a variety of formulations, depending on the application. 

The aluminium content may reach up to 6.75% (by weight) and vanadium 4.5%. The 

oxygen content may vary from 0.08 to more than 0.2% and the nitrogen may be adjusted 

up to 0.5%. Rising the content of these elements, especially oxygen and nitrogen, will 

help to increase the strength. Equally, the lower additions of oxygen, nitrogen and 

aluminium will improve ductility, stress-corrosion resistance, fracture toughness and 

resistance against crack growth [32]. 

 

Ti-6Al-4V is designed primarily for high strength at low to moderate temperatures. The 

material has a high specific strength (strength/density), stability at temperatures up to 

400°C and good corrosion resistance [42]. 

3.6.3 Basic physical and chemical properties 

Ti-6Al-4V is not as corrosion-resistant as commercially pure titanium alloys, but still 

excellent compared to other alloy systems.  This exceptional corrosion resistance is due 

to the oxide-film formation.  

 

The oxidation behaviour of the material is very similar to that of unalloyed titanium. The 

reaction rate laws, range from logarithmic (at 300-500°C) to parabolic (at 500-750°C) to 

linear (above 750°C) with increasing temperatures of oxidation. Ti-6Al-4V alloy is 

universally used for compressor blades operating up to 350°C [42]. 

 

Hydrogen damage of the material is manifested as a loss of ductility (embrittlement) and 

a reduction in the stress-intensity threshold for crack propagation. The damage is 

caused by hydrides, which form as hydrogen diffuses into the material during exposure 

with gaseous or cathodic hydrogen. The phenomenon depends on both hydrogen 

diffusion and hydride formation and therefore there may be a peak in hydrogen 

embrittlement as a function of temperature [32]. 

 

The authors of ―Influence of heat treatment and cutting parameters on chip formation 

and cutting forces” [49], indicated that chip formation and cutting forces depends 

essentially on the work piece material.  
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3.6.4 Chip Formation 

The chip segmentation is very distinct in titanium alloys [50 & 51]. Ti-6Al-4V is known to 

form serrated (segmented or shear-localized) chips [52]. The theory of catastrophic 

thermoplastic shear [53] and periodic crack formation [54] were formulated to explain the 

formation of this chip type. The first stage of segment formation involves upsetting of the 

wedge shaped volume of material immediately ahead of the tool. This is illustrated in 

figure 3-8. 

 

Figure 3-8:  Ti-6Al-4V producing a serrated chip [53] 

Once a critical shear strain is attained along “A”, there is an intense localized 

deformation in this primary shear zone. This leads to separation of the surfaces “B” and 

“C” due to catastrophically shear. These chips are semi-continuous in the sense that 

they possess a saw-tooth appearance that is produced by a cyclical chip formation of 

alternating high shear strain followed by low shear strain [49 & 53]. 

3.6.5 Machining challenges 

The machinability of material significantly depends on the low thermal conductivity [42] 

of (7 W/m.K), which is very low (86% lower) compared to that of AISI 1045 steel (50 

W/m.K) [34]. This low thermal conductivity coupled with a high melting point (1650°C / 
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1930°K) concentrates high cutting temperatures at low cutting speeds near the tool 

cutting edge [56]. Consequently, besides the thermal stresses there are very high 

mechanical stresses on the cutting edge which is known conditions for extensive tool 

wear [42]. 

3.6.5.1 Poor conductor of heat 

Ti-6Al-4V is a poor conductor of heat. The thermal conductivity of Ti-6Al-4V (7 W/m.K) is 

approximately one twenty fifth of that of Aluminium (6061: 177 W/m.K) and one eighth of 

that of steel (1018: 59 W/m.K) [19, 22 & 32].  It is less than a third of the corresponding 

value for stainless steel (SS422B: 24 W/m.K) and only half of the value for even Inconel 

(718: 15 W/m.K) [15 & 17].  The low thermal conductivity of this alloy is compared to 

other aero-engine materials in figure 3-9. 
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Figure 3-9: Thermal conductivity (W/m.K) of different alloys 

Heat generated during the cutting does not dissipate through the part and machine 

structure, but concentrates in the cutting edge and tool area. This cause a concentration 

of the heat build-up in the cutting zone, causing the characteristically high tool wear for 

which titanium is known [42].  

 

Figure 3-10 shows the results from a study to measure the cutting temperature of 

titanium.  
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The cutting temperature (°K) is plotted relative to the increase in cutting speed. 

 

Figure 3-10: Area-weighted average cutting temperature as a function of 
cutting speed for K68 carbide insert (chip load, 0.127 mm/rev) [56] 

From this figure, it can be seen that increasing the cutting speed beyond 250 m/min will 

increase the cutting temperature too significantly over 1000ºC. Temperatures of 900ºC 

have been measured at a cutting speed of 75 m/min [57]. If exposed to temperatures 

above approximately 450 ºC [30], Ti-6Al-4V strength decreases very rapidly.  As shown 

in figure 3-11 the strength of this alloy drops from 1000 MPa (room temperature) to 

below 550 MPa (above 500 ºC) under elevated temperature conditions. 

 

Figure 3-11 Tensile properties of Ti-6Al-4V at room and elevated 
temperatures [58] 
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These excessive temperatures can lead to cutting edge chipping and deformation if the 

insert is not able to withstand the tough conditions. Dull edges on tools generate even 

more heat and further reduce tool life [32]. Cutting temperatures can get so high that 

titanium chips could spontaneously ignite. This high temperature generated during the 

cutting process also causes a work hardening phenomenon that affects the surface 

integrity of titanium. This phenomenon could lead to geometric inaccuracies in the part 

and severe reduction in its fatigue strength. The critical temperature by which steady 

machining of titanium can occur is 700°C [59].  

3.6.5.2 Strong alloying tendency or chemical reactivity  

Ti-6Al-4V has a strong alloying tendency or chemical reactivity with materials in the 

cutting tools at tool operating temperatures. The alloy become chemical active with most 

tool materials at cutting temperature in excess of 500ºC leading to a high diffusion wear 

rate [60, 61 & 62]. Chemical reaction between the cutting tool material and the work 

piece could lead to notching wear. In contrast, during the machining process, deposits of 

titanium work materials tend to accumulate on the rake face of the insert [32]. The high 

pressure developed in this area can weld these particles to the cutting edge, forming a 

built-up edge phenomenon. Once a built up edge develops, tool failure follows rapidly 

according to Kirk [31]. According to the author over successively shorter intervals these 

particles are inclined to peel off the cutting edge, pulling some carbide content from the 

cutting insert away with it.  This causes galling, welding, and smearing along with rapid 

destruction of the cutting tool.  

 

A practical manifestation of this chemical reactivity problem is that chips can 

spontaneously ignite as they react with oxygen. Recently, a 5-axis machine was 

destroyed by fire in this way in the Western Cape, South Africa. 

3.6.5.3 Low modulus of elasticity  

Ti-6Al-4V has a relative low elastic modulus and consequently more “springiness” than 

superalloys and steels which is desirable and beneficial for finished parts. This low 

Young‟s modulus (114 GPa) coupled with a high strength however encourages 

deflection, chatter and movement away from the tool. This can result in the rubbing of 

the edges rather than cutting [32]. This rubbing process generates heat, compounding 

problems caused by the material‟s poor thermal conductivity.  
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Pushing and deflecting the part, rather than cutting, makes it difficult to cut to size and 

cause tolerance problems.  As the material moves away from the cutting edge it deforms 

plastically, instead of elastically.  The elasticity of different materials are compared in 

figure 3-12. 
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Figure 3-12: Elastic modulus of different materials [17 & 19] 

Proper back-up and special attention to appropriate work holding are required to improve 

the stiffness. Rigidity of the entire system is consequently critical, as is the use of sharp, 

properly shaped cutting tools. Greater clearances of cutting tools are also required due 

to the reflections [22].  

3.6.5.4 Small contact area 

This titanium alloy‟s metallic characteristics cause high shearing angle to be formed 

ahead of the cutting edge. This is turn causes the chip to contact a relatively small area 

on the cutting tool face and results in high bearing loads per unit area [53].  

 

Titanium exhibits segmented chip formation and has been cited to cause much 

confusion in interpreting cutting data pre 1980‟s [56] to steel being machined at the 

same rate, this contact area is only a third for titanium as shown in figure 3-13 (a) [53]. 
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This small contact area together with the low thermal conductivity,  result in a high rate 

of temperature increase with cutting speed and wear occurring closer to the tool cutting 

edge [31].   

        

Figure 3-13: Contact area of (a) a continuous chip, and (b) serrated Ti-6Al-

4V chip [53] 

In machining steel, it was found [63] that most (about 75%) of the heat is generated in 

the primary shear zone, while for Ti-6Al-4V owing to rapid flank wear and almost no 

secondary deformation on the rake face, the significance of zones 2 and 3 (Figure 3.13 

b) is virtually opposite. This means that a significant portion of heat is generated for Ti-

6Al-4V at the clearance face (due to rapid flank wear) as a result of rubbing between the 

flank and the machined surface. An insignificant portion of heat is generated between 

the sliding chip and rake face.  

 

According to the Pettifor, [64] Ti-6Al-4V is also a strong carbide-forming element, which 

can influence the machinability. During these studies it was realized that the affinity of a 

metal to carbide can be determined by the material‟s enthalpy.  The more negative the 

enthalpy, the greater the affinity of the metal to carbon. Titanium has a very low enthalpy 

and will therefore, according to the studies, have a high affinity to carbon [42]. 

3.6.6 Applications 

Wrought Ti-6Al-4V is used in the aerospace industry, especially for airframe applications 

and turbine engines. The engine components include blades, discs and wheels. 

According to the author the alloy accounts for almost 50% of all alloys used in aircraft 

applications [32]. The Boeing 777 is the first commercial airplane, for which β titanium 

alloys outweigh the classical Ti-6Al-4V alloy. This is primarily because most of the 

landing gear is made out of the β alloy Ti-10-2-3 [33].  

a b 
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It is used in the biomedical field because of its low modulus, good tensile, fatigue 

strength and biological compatibility. Ti-6Al-4V is also used in the automotive industry in 

special applications in high performance and racing cars where weight is critical. These 

special applications, which are all part of the reciprocating and rotating parts, include 

valves, valve springs, connecting rods and rocker arms [30]. This alloy could be used for 

connecting rods, because of high fatigue strength and sufficient temperature capability 

 

Casting applications include water-jet inducers for hydrofoil propulsion and seawater ball 

valves for nuclear submarines [32]. 
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4. Milling considerations for Ti-6Al-4V 

4.1 Introduction 

Milling is characterised by the fact that interruption of the cut is almost inevitable. When 

considering a material like a high strength titanium alloy interrupted cutting, and the 

related shock loading, is the key phenomenon that distinguishes it from other machining 

practises, for example turning [22]. 

 

There are two basic types of milling operations; conventional (up) and climb (down) 

milling [65].  Climb milling (figure 4-1 a) starts at the top of the work piece with a 

maximum chip width and decreases. Less machine power is required and climb milling 

exerts a downward force on the work piece for which a simple and less costly fixture is 

suitable [22 & 65]. 

 

In conventional milling (figure 4-1 b) the tool meets the work piece at the bottom of the 

cut where the thickness of the chip starts from zero and increases. More power is 

required due to the rubbing provoked by the chip beginning at minimum width. The 

surface finish is also marred due to the chips being carried upwards. 

                  

Figure 4-1: Climb (down) and conventional (up) milling [66] 

As shown in figure 4-2 [66] several forms of milling evolved from these types. Thermal 

shock and mechanical overload are mechanisms that may act in parallel.  The largest 

component of mechanical load will act as the insert enters the cut, while thermal shock 

will act as the insert leaves the cut and enters the coolant. The cutting speed represents 

the magnitude of the thermal load, while the radial immersion represents the duration of 

exposure to the thermal load.   

b a 
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Increased immersion increases the exposure of the tool to high temperatures, while 

increased chip thickness increase the mechanical shock load on the tool [56]. Increasing 

the fracture resistance of the insert due to this mechanical shock (impact) can increase 

the tool‟s life for milling operations [67]. 

 

Figure 4-2: Various milling operations [66] 

4.2 Influence of different cutting parameters 

Understanding these different parameters can help to machine Ti-6Al-4V efficiently. 

Cutting speed (Vc) and feed rate (fz) are two of the most important variables. Speed and 

feed rate have a direct influence on tool life and therefore it is desirable to have charts 

and graphs available for different combinations, which is not likely. Consequently 

research studies are important to obtain this knowledge. These variables can be used to 

increase the metal removal rate (cm3/min) cost effectively. Reasonable production rates 

for machining titanium can be achieved at acceptable cost levels if the machining 

conditions are selected properly for a specific alloy and processing sequence [32]. 

4.2.1 Cutting speeds (Vc) 

The cutting speed strongly affects the tool tip temperature; hence it is the most influential 

to tool life. Ti-6Al-4V requires lower speeds than for unalloyed titanium [30]. A low cutting 

speed helps to minimize tool edge temperature and maximizes tool life with tools that 
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are temperature sensitive. According to Kitagawa et al conventional cutting of titanium 

with sintered carbide tools is in the range of 30 m/min [68]. Che-Haron [69] reports that 

advisable industry practice cutting speeds (Vc) for titanium are limited to about 45 m/min. 

This agrees with the recommendations made in the titanium machining application guide 

of Sandvik [66]. Compared to a 20-100 times higher cutting speed for Aluminium and 4-8 

times higher for hardened steel, this cutting speeds for Ti-6Al-4V results in a relative low 

productivity [66 & 75]. 

 

An increase in cutting speed will not only reduce the cutting forces, but also a chip 

formation transition from continuous to segmented chips [49]. High speed machining 

offers advantages over conventional machining such as higher material removal rate, 

increased machining accuracy and better surface finish [70].  

4.2.2 Feed per tooth (fz) 

The temperature at the cutting edge is less affected by the feed rate than by the speed. 

Material removal rate is directly proportional to feed rate; hence it is desirable to use the 

highest feed rate possible. Experiments conducted at Sandvik [66] are shown in figure 4-

3. A CoroMill Plura (Dc=12mm, ap=10mm, ae=0.5mm) was used to machine Ti-6Al-4V. 

 

Figure 4-3: Influence of feed rate on tool life [66] 

As shown in figure 4-3 there is a definite increase in tool life, with a decrease in feed rate 

and cutting speed. A feed rate of 0.05mm/z show promising results at a cutting speed of 

200m/min. For feed rates (fz) below 0.051 mm, chipping becomes less of an issue [56]. 
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The depth of cut should also be greater than the work-hardened layer formed from the 

previous cut [30]. Therefore it is important to keep the tool feeding during machining to 

prevent smearing and seizing which can lead to tool breakdown [32]. It is also better to 

stay as long as possible in the cut, as every fresh entry into Ti-6Al-4V can induce 

vibrations, which in the long run will reduce tool life. 

4.2.3 Influence of axial cut (ap) 

High axial immersion cut strategies also hold promise for advances in titanium 

machining.  Machining guidelines by Sandvik [66] show that a decrease in tool life is only 

weakly correlated with an increase in axial immersion. It is essential that the depth of cut 

should be greater than the work-hardened layer formed from the previous cut [56]. 

Although round and 45º inserts have limited depth of cut, the 90º has a cutting depth as 

deep as the cutter diameter and a length that allows for stable cutting [75].  

4.2.4 Influence of radial cut (ae) 

The radial cut can influence both the removal rate and the life of the tool. Although a 

high radial immersion increases the removal rate, Sandvik [66] advises that the 

relationship of ae / Dc is critical. The best balance for a high removal rate and economic 

tool life need to be established for new insert entrants. Barnett-Ritcey confirmed that 

radial immersion values must be kept below 0.05 mm to achieve reasonable tool life 

[56].  

4.2.5 Coolant 

The low thermal conductivity of Ti-6Al-4V causes a concentration of the heat build-up in 

the cutting zone [42]. Together, the low thermal conductivity and heat concentration on a 

small contact area account for high tool wear. According to figure 4-4, roughly 80% of 

this heat is retained in the tool, while only 20% is removed by means of the chip 

machining Ti-6Al-4V [71].  
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The figure indicates that for an increase in thermal conductivity of the tool, there is a 

decrease in the percent of heat removed by the chips. 

 

Figure 4-4: Heat generated distribution as a function of the thermal 

conductivity of the tool [71] 

In interrupted cutting the tool is subjected to cyclic heating and cooling, causing thermal 

shock.  When the rate of cooling is increased significantly, the result is crack formation 

causing premature tool failure [72]. Su et al [73] connects cyclic thermal shock directly 

with thermal crack initiation. It logically follows that indiscriminate high power cooling will 

yield diminishing returns.  

 

Coolant is always recommended to assist in chip removal and prevent re-cutting of the 

chips. A generous quantity improves tool life by providing more effective heat transfer, a 

reduction in cutting forces and washing away of the chips [32]. Application to exactly 

where the heat build-up is concentrated, thermal shock and heat transfer at elevated tool 

temperatures are the constraint factors. Titanium machining requires high application 

pressures to penetrate to the localized heat generation zone. When the cutting zone is 

shielded from the lubricant stream such as in cutting with deeper axial immersion 

(roughing), the coolant needs to be focused on the cutting edge [72].  

 

At high tool temperatures, typically above 550ºC, the heat transfer mechanism between 

the cooling fluid and the tool surface changes to two phase high speed flow [56]. The 

coolant is vaporized on contact with the heated tool surface, forming an isolating 
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boundary layer on the tool surface. Quantifying the phenomenon, the heat transfer 

coefficient for water is reduced almost ten-fold from a value of 13 500 W/m2K at 380ºC to 

1470 W/m2K above 830ºC [56]. The phenomenon is also described as delayed surface 

wetting in the heat transfer literature.  The relevance to titanium machining is that cooling 

becomes ineffective at higher heat loading on the tool surface.  The design of efficient 

cooling systems specifically for titanium machining is considered an area that holds 

potential for significant improvement. 

 

Implementing a cooling system with too high cooling power will promote thermal shock.  

Even with the low, unpredictable power of flood cooling thermal shock has been 

described often in the literature [56 & 72] as well as encountered in practice. The author 

is of the opinion that through spindle application, high pressures (50 bar +) as well as 

customized, possibly even under dynamic control, of gas/fluid mixtures for “soft” or 

controlled heat exchange rate cooling holds key to significantly increased machining 

effectiveness. 

4.3 Temperature 

The cutting temperature influences both the cutting forces of the milling operation and 

the tool life (TL) of the insert. At elevated temperatures (1000ºC -1500ºC) Ti-6Al-4V 

(melting point 1650ºC) becomes softer and therefore easier to machine [56]. If a cutting 

material can be found that can withstand these elevated temperatures dynamically this 

could yield an optimum cutting condition.  

 

The cutting material is submitted to cyclic heating and cooling at the corners through the 

contact with the work piece during milling operations. The cyclic process occurs as the 

tool enters and exits the work piece material, which could lead to a phenomenon known 

as thermal fatigue [72]. Due to the higher thermal conductivity of PCD (λ = 500W/mK), 

thermal fatigue is not as influential on the tool. This temperature increase could initiate 

thermal softening in the shear zone of Ti-6Al-4V, if the insert can withstand the impact 

related wear at these high material removal rate conditions.  

 

Studies conducted by Kikuchi [74] estimated the temperature for milling Ti-6Al-4V by 

measuring the thermal electromotive force of the tool thermocouple.   
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Temperature is estimated to be around 750°C [74] for different milling conditions as 

indicated in figure 4-5. 

 

Figure 4-5 Temperature generated for different cutting conditions [74] 

Kikuchi estimated the generated temperature, during the milling of Ti-6Al-4V, by 

measuring the thermal electromotive force of the tool thermocouple.  The generated heat 

is calculated to be around 750°C [figure 4-5] for the different milling conditions indicated 

in table 4-1. 

Table 4-1: Different cutting conditions for temperature measurements 

Condition Vc (m/min) Feed (mm/s) Depth of cut (mm) MRR (mm
3
/s) 

A 50 1 0.2 0.6 

B 50 1 0.4 1.2 

C 100 2 0.2 1.2 

D 100 2 0.4 2.4 

 

Withstanding elevated temperatures, especially of fast cyclic thermal loading, such as 

milling, will depend basically on the thermal diffusivity [56].   
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Figure 4-6 [56] shows that a cutting material able of withstanding temperatures in the 

region of 1000 to 1500ºC will be able support cutting speeds in excess of 200 m/min.  

 

Figure 4-6: Effect of cutting speed on tool life (fz = 0.025mm/z, ae = 0.25mm, 
forged Ti6Al4V, A50) [56] 

The tool life recorded with the CTB 010 PCD insert is doubled when the cutting speed is 

increased from 229 m/min to 305 m/min. In the same figure it can be seen that tool 

material E30, which is a more conventional tungsten carbide, did not perform well. 

 

A cutting material with a relative high thermal conductivity and transverse rupture 

strength creates a distinct potential for withstanding high temperatures combined with 

increased mechanical shock resistance.  

4.4 Cutting forces 

Machining of titanium requires cutting forces only slightly higher than those needed to 

machine steels. This is due to the high stresses at the cutting edge caused by the small 

contact area (2-3½ times less than when machining steel). [53] Reasonable production 

rates and excellent surface finish can be obtained with conventional machining methods 

if the unique characteristics of the metal are taken into account [70].  
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Cutting forces will increase, with an increase in chip thickness (feed rate) and decrease 

with an increase in cutting speed as shown in figure 4-7 [56].  

  

Figure 4-7: Effect of cutting speed on cutting force. (Forged, hx=O.025mm, 

ae=O.25mm, A50) [56] 

Cutting forces and chip thickness are also affected by the cutting strategy. Decreasing 

the initial entrance cut reduces the impact on the insert. A roll-in strategy (figure 4.7) 

produces a smaller entering angle which provides a more gradual entry into the cut, 

reducing radial pressure and protecting the cutting edge [66].  

4.5 Milling strategy 

The choice of a tool, insert and machining path should be determined with care in order 

to have an efficient and productive machining operation. This will be influenced by a 

variety of considerations arising from both the desired end result and the available 

resources.  

 

The potential for significant advances in Ti-6Al-4V machining, lie in the utilisation of the 

insert characteristics of superhard cutting materials. Carbides in their extreme hard form 

are rather susceptible to thermal shock [66].  Due to high TRS the material is however 

relatively immune to mechanical shock loading.  The combination of these two 

parameters lead to the machining strategy focus that should minimise both forms of 

shock but placing an emphasis on reducing thermal shock if it is a trade-off between the 
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two factors. Figure 4-8 [66] shows a roll-in strategy to minimise shock loading on the 

cutting edge. 

 

Figure 4-8: Roll-in machining strategy [66] 

This work needs to be analysed fundamentally and applied to the new generation PCD 

tool materials. PCD is for example relatively susceptible to mechanical shock due to 

lower TRS values, but is much more resistant to thermal shock. 

 

Conventional (Up-milling) can be used to minimise the mechanical shock on the PCD 

inserts. It gives us a very small chip thickness starting at 

zero on entry gradually growing through the cut. The cutter exists while the 

chip is relatively thick compared to the entry thickness, resulting in 

some thermal shock.  Climb milling results in a sudden entry with a relatively large chip 

thickness, gradually tapering to zero on exit may work well for tungsten carbide as a 

cutting strategy.  This will create the situation of substantial mechanical shock on entry, 

and very little thermal shock on exit.  

 

High axial immersion cut strategies also holds promise for titanium machining 

effectiveness advances.  Research by Sandvik [66] has shown that a decrease in tool 

life is only weakly correlated with an increase in axial immersion. The correlation of tool 

life with maximum chip thickness (fz) is stronger, while the correlation with cutting speed 
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is extremely strong.   It is therefore possible to tailor the cutting process parameters to 

maintain tool life, while increasing the material removal rate.  There are further 

possibilities to apply these principles to the considerably different set of material 

characteristics of the synthetic diamond family of cutting materials. 
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5. Cutting materials and Insert configurations 

5.1 Introduction 

While the history of cutting tools date back to the Stone Age, the invention (1898) of 

high-speed steel (HSS) could still be associated to a dramatic development of cutting 

materials. In the 1920‟s, Dr Schroter (German), invented cemented carbide that was 

much harder than HSS. Friedlich Krupp, a German company, successfully 

merchandised cemented carbide and started selling these products in 1926. General 

Electric marketed cemented carbide products in 1928 under the name of “Carboloy”.  As 

new technologies are developed we have seen an increase in the quality of cutting tools, 

leading to an increase in production [75].  

 

The drivers of change in cutting technology are summarized in figure 5-1. Byrne et al 

found that the key drivers include: reduction of component size, enhanced surface 

quality, tighter tolerances and manufacturing accuracies, minimizing costs, reduction of 

weight and smaller batch sizes. These drivers towards change have a direct influence on 

the primary inputs to the cutting process of which the cutting tool material and 

configurations form part. 

 

Figure 5-1: Primary aspects associated with advancing cutting technology 

[76] 
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Currently a wide range of inserts are available with varying levels of application support. 

The modern machining industry is therefore one of many possibilities, with the capability 

in the hands of the machining company to position themselves in the competitiveness 

race.  

5.2 Overall insert geometry 

The insert geometry, tolerance and dimensions are based on ISO standards, which are 

also the foundation for other standards like ANSI (America) and JIS, CIS (Japan). The 

strength of any insert edge is affected by the basic shape of the tool. Standard inserts 

are available in different shapes. Although there are different insert shapes, it is 

important to select the correct one for the application in order to machine the work piece 

to its preferred form. As overall width and depth of the tool shape is improved from the 

triangle on the right to a circle on the left (figure 5-2), the overall strength of the tool 

increases. 

 

Figure 5-2: Different tool shapes [75 & 77] 

The most common standard insert shapes available in the industry are discussed below. 

5.2.1 Round inserts 

These inserts are by far the strongest, because they don‟t have corners. Round inserts 

provide more cutting edges per side. This number of cutting edges will depend on the 

depth of cut and the way of indexing the insert. The problem is that these inserts can 

only be used to machine work pieces that do not require sharp corners. The biggest 

depth of cut which can be taken with round inserts is half the insert diameter [75 & 79]. 

5.2.2 Square inserts 

These inserts are the most popular, although they have fewer cutting edges and less 

corner strength than round inserts. Square inserts produce a wide variety of corner 

shapes and can be set to almost any lead angle [75 & 77] 

Increased Edge Strength 
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5.2.3 Triangular inserts  

These inserts have longer cutting edges than other inserts, but are weaker. Triangular 

inserts are the most versatile shape, because they can be used to produce a wide range 

of shapes on the work piece [77 & 79]. 

5.3 Insert properties 

Different properties enable materials to have their respective suitable applications and 

work piece materials. Machado et al [62] discovered through their machining research 

on titanium alloys, that the cutting inserts require the following properties in order to 

machine these alloys competitively: 

a. High Transverse rupture strength 

b. Reduced tendency to react with titanium  

c. High hardness at elevated temperatures 

d. Toughness and fatigue resistance to withstand the chip segmentation process 

e. High thermal conductivity to minimize thermal shock on the tool 

5.3.1 Transverse Rupture Strength 

The transverse rupture strength (TRS) can be defined as the resistance to crack 

initiation. To avoid rake face chipping from mechanical overload, this property of the tool 

material should be greater than the applied load. Studies (figure 5-3) on the machining of 

Ti-6Al-4V with PCD indicated that an increase in TRS enabled a longer tool life [56]. 

 

Figure 5-3: The effect of transverse rupture strength on tool life [56] 
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Lammer [78] studied the transverse rupture strength of PCD by a three point bend test. 

The data were analyzed based on particle size, Co-WC content, and the interaction of 

crack front and the Co-WC. Huang et al [80] investigated the influence of particle size on 

transverse rupture strength. 

 

In order to do a comprehensive machining performance assessment, the transverse 

rupture strength of various cutting materials was collected from diverse sources. [66, 75 

& 79]. Figure 5-4 compares the TRS of various cutting materials used in industry. 

 

Figure 5-4: Transverse rupture strength of different cutting materials 

TRS is the ability to withstand brittle fracture (chipping). Chipping is a dominant wear 

mechanism in superhard cutting materials. Therefore it is an important performance 

characteristic. The figure clearly shows that carbide has much higher transverse rupture 

strength than PCD. 

5.3.2 Hardness 

Hardness is the measure of a material‟s resistance to deformation by surface indentation 

or by abrasion [63]. According to Nabhani [81] diamond has hardness higher than 

49GPa. In order to do a comprehensive machining performance assessment, the 

hardness of various cutting materials was collected from diverse sources [66, 75 & 79].  
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Figure 26 compare the hardness of various cutting materials used in industry. 

 

Figure 5-5: Hardness of different cutting materials 

This comparison clearly indicates the superior hardness of PCD, followed by PCBN. 

5.3.3 Fracture toughness 

Fracture toughness is the property of a material to withstand rapid crack propagation. 

Various subscripts are used to denote different loading conditions or fracture toughness.  

 

Lammer [78] also studied the fracture toughness of PCD, using a compression test. 

However, the fracture toughness values obtained from this method consisted of 

contributions from both crack initiation (TRS) and crack propagation. In order to provide 

a more direct measurement, the author has employed a single-edge pre-crack beam test 

to evaluate the fracture toughness. Fracture toughness of various cutting materials was 

collected from assorted sources [66 & 79] and compared in figure 5-6.  

 

Figure 5-6: Fracture toughness of different cutting materials 

Research indicated that the fracture toughness of polycrystalline diamond (PCD) 

increased with increasing diamond particle size. This may be attributed to increasing 
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tensile components of the internal stresses occurred in PCD with decreasing particle 

size due to thermal mismatch between sintered diamond and Co-WC. In addition, it has 

also been found that increasing Co-WC alone in PCD did not result in significant 

increase of fracture toughness [80].  

5.3.4 Thermal expansion 

Thermal expansion is the change in volume as a function of temperature [9]. As 

computed by means of finite-difference method, the maximum temperature between the 

chip and tool can reach 1400°C when machining Ti-6Al-4V at a cutting speed of 

120m/min [82]. The coefficient of thermal expansion of various cutting materials is 

shown in figure 5-7 [75 & 79]. 

 

Figure 5-7: Thermal expansion coefficient of different cutting materials 

PCD has a relative low thermal expansion coefficient compared to other cutting 

materials. 

5.3.5 Thermal conductivity 

Thermal conductivity is a property characterizing the ability of both the machined-, and 

cutting material to conduct heat [63]. According to Ownby [83] and Flauhaut [84] PCD 

can reach a very good thermal conductivity of 550 W/m.K at 300°C.  Ceramic tools have 

similar thermal conductivity as Ti-6Al-4V (around 7 W/m.K).  
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Figure 5-8 compare the thermal conductivity of various cutting materials. 

 

Figure 5-8: Thermal conductivity of different cutting materials [75] 

The figure illustrates PCD‟s advanced thermal conductivity properties. Thermal 

conductivity play a critical role for efficient machining of titanium [42 & 56]. 

5.3.6 Thermal shock resistance 

Thermal shock is an additional cause of wear and as a result it is essential to evaluate. 

Depending on heat flow conditions, Bulk transient (R) or Local transient (Rγ) thermal 

shock factors are relevant.  

R = TRS (1 -  v) / Eα  (1) 

Rγ = γ (R)   (2) 

TRS is seen to increase both factors, but increased thermal diffusivity (γ) also acts to 

increase the transient thermal shock factor. In relation to equation 1 & 2, Cemented 

tungsten carbide have a better bulk thermal shock resistance, while PCD has a better 

local thermal shock resistance. To avoid fracture by thermal shock, the TRS and thermal 

diffusivity or conductivity needs to be as high as possible, while E and thermal expansion 

should be kept at a low. Rγ is more relevant to machining than R, because only the tip of 

the insert is heated and the gradient at the surface may be region of primary interest 

[56].  
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The effect of thermal shock resistance (Rγ) on tool life is shown in figure 5-9.  

 

Figure 5-9: Effect of thermal shock resistance (Rγ) on tool life [56] 

Barnett-Ritchey et al [56] discovered that maximizing both the transverse rupture 

strength and Rγ values will produce a robust tool capable of longer tool life.  

5.4 Polycrystalline diamond 

5.4.1 Introduction 

Syndite (PCD) is produced by sintering together micron-sized diamond particles at ultra 

high pressure and temperature in the presence of a metallic catalyst. The binder can be 

added as a powder or as a coating on the diamonds [85]. The presence of the metal in 

the PCD structure, together with the tungsten carbide substrate, present a degree of 

toughness and electrical conductivity not found in single crystal diamond products [79].  

 

PCD can be produced in relatively large blocks, because the sintering process avoids 

problems involved in the growing of large single crystals [86].  The manufactured blanks 

can be used as is, or after mechanical-, wire EDM-, or laser cutting, to produce cutting 

tools, mining bits or wear resistant part blanks [85]. 

 

The finer the diamond grain size, the better the cutting edge and surface produced [56]. 

The coarser the particle size, the greater the wear resistance, which is also reflected in 

the machinability. Coolant is usually used with these tools, but dry cutting can also be 

employed. Syndite can be regarded as a composite material which combines the 
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hardness, abrasion resistance and thermal conductivity of diamond, with the toughness 

of tungsten carbide.  

 

Interesting to note is that ferrous alloys chemically attack the diamond, leading to an 

increased tool wear [67]. Especially for titanium the inserts should be able to restrain the 

generated heat from the operation, while conducting it away from the cutting edge, to 

attain higher cutting speeds [87].  PCD‟s relative high thermal conductivity combined 

with a appropriately designed cutting strategy might be the reason for the material to 

hold undiscovered potential for this operation.  

 

Ownby [83] indicated that diamond reacts at high temperatures with titanium to form its 

own carbides known as TiC. Diamond is metastable and therefore its phase changes 

very slowly at ambient pressure and temperature and it transforms into graphite, while a 

high temperature combined with a low pressure can strongly accelerate graphitization 

[88]. 

5.4.2 CMX 850 (Fine)  

According to the manufacturers this PCD product combines a high chip and abrasion 

resistance with good process ability, which makes it an ideal utility grade for many 

different applications on a variety of work piece materials.  

 

The use of one micron sized diamond particles as the base material together with a 

proprietary manufacturing process, led to a polycrystalline material that displays a well 

sintered, homogeneous structure. This fine grain size gives CMX850 both relative high 

fracture toughness and TRS properties, which is an ideal combination for cutting tool 

materials. Its abrasion resistance is comparable to coarse grain materials and the 

material is suitable for finish and rough machining operations [79].   

5.4.3 CTB 010 (Medium)  

This product has a 10 micron average grain size and is available in a range of PCD 

layers and overall thicknesses. Being the general purpose grade, this includes standard, 

thin or thick PCD layers. This allows the manufacture of a wide range of general, 

precision and roughing tools as well as wear parts. This material has the best 

combination of tool fabrication and application performance characteristics.  
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It also has the lowest fracture toughness as indicated in figure 5-9. 

 

Figure 5-10: Transverse rupture strength and fracture toughness of 
different PCD materials [79] 

5.4.4 CTM 302 (Coarse) 

CTM302 contains a mix of micron diamond particles sizes between 30 and 2μm. A 

combination of this mix and controlled sintering conditions increases the diamond 

packing density, which increases wear resistance. Optimisation of microstructure and 

hence mechanical properties also result in a more continuous ground cutting edge, 

enhancing work piece surface finish. The coarse particles impart excellent abrasion 

resistance and improve thermal stability. The fine particles improve packing density and 

give high cutting-edge quality for a low work piece surface roughness. Although it has 

the lowest TRS, the high fracture toughness of the material imparts good chip 

resistance. According to the manufacturers the CTM302 is the optimum material for 

machining compacted graphite cast irons. 

5.4.5 Machining with PCD 

According to studies by Konig and Neises, PCD represents a substitute tool material for 

turning titanium alloys [89]. In 2001, more work on finish turning indicated that the PCD 
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produced a better work piece surface integrity [90]. Regardless of all these positive 

findings in turning, very little data exists on finish milling titanium alloys and even less, if 

any at all, on the rough milling of titanium alloys using PCD.  

 

Barnett-Ritcey reported a tool life of 215 min (Vc=457m/min), concluding that high speed 

milling of Ti-6Al-V4 is possible with PCD [56]. Kuljanic et al also reported a very long tool 

life (T=381min) with good surface finish and geometrical accuracy, finish milling titanium 

compressor blades with PCD at a relatively slower cutting speed (Vc=110m/min) [42]. 

Konig and Neises [89] found that the diffusion and dissolution processes were worsened 

by the high local temperature resulting from the poor thermal conductivity of the Ti-6Al-

4V. 

5.5 Machining with CBN 

Ezugwu et al [91] evaluated the cutting performance of different Cubic Boron Nitride 

(CBN) tool grades when finish turning Ti-6Al-4V alloy under cutting conditions of up to 

250 m/min and various coolant supplies. They studied the wear of the tool, failure modes 

and cutting forces. The surface roughness of the machined surfaces were also 

monitored and used to assess the performance of the cutting tools. Bhaumik et al [71] 

also investigated the wear mechanism of wBN-cBN composite tools on the same 

material as O. Ezugwu et al. In 2000, Zoya and Krishnamurthy [59] studied CBN tools 

under finishing conditions (feed rate=0,05m/min and ap=0,5mm) at speeds up to 

350m/min. They evaluated the turning performance of titanium alloys and concluded that 

it‟s a thermally dominant process and a critical temperature of 700°C can be a decisive 

factor for tool life. They also mentioned that the prominent wear of CBN tools is diffusion.  

 

Despite the relative good cutting performance of CBN, ceramic tools are generally 

preferred for high speed machining of aero-engine materials, because of their much 

lower cost [15]. Ezugwu et al also confirmed that for machining Ti–6Al–4V alloy with 

different grades of CBN tools gave lower performance, in terms of tool life, compared to 

uncoated carbide tools for different turning conditions [91]. 

5.6 Machining with Carbide Tools 

An uncoated Carbide (K10) was used by Li et al [92] for high speed milling of Ti6Al4V. 

They observed the effects of the cutting speed on the temperature.  They came to a 
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conclusion that the cutting temperature increase with cutting speed and also perceived 

that there is no reduction of cutting temperature at higher cutting speeds.  

 

In an additional study the performance of various tool materials in machining titanium 

alloys were examined. According to Bryant [93] titanium alloys are very reactive with the 

cutting tool materials at 500°C.  Straight tungsten carbide (WC–Co) tools are reported to 

have superiority in performance in machining titanium alloys in interrupted cutting [94]. 

Although the application of the appropriate WC–Co alloys were satisfactory, machining 

performance could not be achieved under room temperature conditions in view of the 

fact that the cutting speeds are limited (Vc=45m/min). Uncoated carbide (WC) inserts 

were used for orthogonal continuous and interrupted cutting by Wang et al. at 

conventional cutting speeds [95]. They studied the cutting performances under dry 

cutting, minimal quality lubrication (MQL) and flood coolant. According to them, MQL 

was an effective alternative approach for flood coolant during high speed turning of Ti-

6Al-4V.  

 

The authors [69] confirmed that Vc=45m/min is the usual cutting speed for machining 

titanium with uncoated straight grade cemented carbide (WC-Co). Abrasion wear is the 

major cause of flank wear when machining aero-engine alloys with carbide tools at lower 

speeds conditions [87]. In another study on the dry end milling of Ti-6242S, the following 

optimum cutting conditions were obtained, Vc=88m/min (fz=0.20 mm/z), Vc=113.5 m/min 

(fz=0.15 mm/z) and Vc=163 m/min (fz=0.10 mm/z), as the best compromise among 

cutting speed, MRR (cm3/min) and TL (min) [96].  

5.7 Summary 

Turning Ti-6Al-V4, Hoffmeister et al revealed that Element Six PCD (CTB010) could 

achieve a 3 fold increase in tool life over tungsten carbide at a speed of 200 m/min 

(fz=0.05 mm/rev) [97]. In another study on turning TA48, Nabhani achieved a 4 fold 

increase in tool life over KC850 carbide at a speed of 75 m/min (fz =0.25 mm/rev) using 

similar PCD tooling [98]. Kramer [99] reported that CBN tools retain their strength at 

temperatures in excess of 1100°C while carbide tools encounter plastic deformation at 

this temperature range. Turning Ti-6Al-V4, Klocke et al also evaluated PCD, HW-K10 

cemented carbide, PCBN and oxide ceramic (alumina). They found PCD was subject to 

a much lower level of crater wear compared to the other tools.  
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Narutaki and Murakoshi [87] showed that natural diamond tools used dry at 

Vc=100m/min lasted longer than carbide tools used with a cutting fluid at the same 

speed. When used with a cutting fluid at Vc=200m/min, the diamond tool had the same 

wear rate as during dry machining at Vc=100m/min. This, in a way, corresponds with the 

findings of Sharman et al. [100] on the machining of -TiAl intermetallic alloys. Their 

study showed that with a low pressure fluid supply, 2 µm and 10µm grain size PCD 

produced similar tool life to that of using WC with a high pressure fluid supply. Nurul 

Amin et al studied the effectiveness of polycrystalline diamond inserts (PCD) and 

compared it to uncoated tungsten carbide–cobalt inserts machining Ti–6Al–4V. They 

compared the inserts with respect to the applicable cutting speed ranges, metal removal 

(MR) per tool life and tool wear rates, tool wear morphology, surface finish, chip 

segmentation and chatter phenomena [101]. The authors concluded that PCD inserts 

can be used effectively up to cutting speeds of 160 m/min, as the wear rate is quite low 

and the amount of metal removal per tool life quite reasonable. 

 

To conclude, PCD exhibits a higher thermal conductivity and hardness, but lower TRS 

which can be ideal for finish milling Ti-6Al-4V at elevated speeds if the correct milling 

strategy is applied. 
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6. Machining performance assessment 

6.1 Tool life 

Tool life (TL) is defined as the length of cutting time that the tool can be used or 

operating time of the tool until catastrophic failure. TL is usually defined by flank wear 

due to the significant influence this parameter has on the surface finish and dimensional 

accuracy of the machined part [22]. Surface roughness increases as flank wear 

increases, while crater wear has a strong influence on process reliability as it can lead to 

instantaneous failure due to chipping the tool. The authors [42] discovered a definite 

relationship between tool wear and surface roughness. 

 

The typical wear growth curve (figure 6-1) [19] can be divided into different regions. The 

break-in-period is at the beginning of tool use. Initially the sharp cutting edge wears 

rapidly. This region is followed by a relatively uniform wear (steady-state region). The 

slope of the tool wear is affected by work material and cutting conditions. The harder the 

material, the more inclined the slope. Before failure, the rate begins to accelerate which 

marks the beginning of the failure region [19]. 

 

Figure 6-1: Tool life 
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A failed insert causes large problems with surface quality.  It is suggested that a tool 

wear band width (VB) is identified, which signifies the end of the tool. The failed tool can 

be switched as the wear reaches this width. Literature recommends a flank wear scar 

limit of 0.3 mm [101] for experimental studies. The cutting distance or time in cut can be 

measured accordingly. 

 

F.W. Taylor formulated an equation (3) that determines tool life as a function of cutting 

speed.  This is widely known as the Taylor tool life equation: 

vT
n
 = C                      (3) 

 with v = cutting speed (m/min), T = tool life (min) and n, C constants  [19]. Barnett-

Ritcey [56] expanded this Taylor equation to make it suitable for the machining of 

titanium to: 

    TL = CTLV
nvaenaehx

nhx                          (4) 

Where nv, nae, nhx and CTL are constants and found experimentally for a given tool 

diameter (D) and axial immersion (ap).  

 

Comprehensive experiments with PCD inserts, milling Ti-6Al-4V [101], enabled the 

authors to calculate the tool life for different cutting speeds [figure 6-2]. 

 

Figure 6-2: Average flank wear (VB) for different cutting speeds [101] 

The total volume of material removed during the life of the tool (with average actual or 

extrapolated flank wear, VB=0.3 mm) was calculated for different cutting speeds. The 

maximum metal removed (59.87×103 mm3) is at Vc=120 m/min and the minimum 
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(16.72×103 mm3) at Vc=250 m/min. PCD inserts can be used effectively up to cutting 

speeds of 160 m/min. 

6.2 Tool wear 

There are a number of possible modes by which a cutting tool can fail [19]. Gradual and 

expected degradation of tool wear are the only accepted forms within the machining 

industry. Premature tool failures are minimized by careful analysis of work piece 

materials, operating parameters and tool preparation practices. Different interactions can 

occur between the tool and work piece during the machining of titanium. These alloys 

react with most tool materials at elevated temperatures conditions, which results in 

accelerated tool wear [23].  Inserts employed for machining titanium alloys traditionally 

have a short tool life, mainly due to the generated high temperatures near the cutting 

edge [22].  

6.2.1 Failure Modes 

6.2.1.1 Temperature failure 

Temperature failure occurs when the cutting temperature is too high for the inserts. It 

softens the tip of the insert, which leads to plastic deformation and loss of the sharp 

edge. Failure is also due to changes in temperature at the cutting edge. This 

temperature cycling mainly derives from interrupted cutting. The failure is recognized by 

its thermal cracks that occur on the cutting edge [19].  
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In figure 6-3 the relationship between thermal crack resistance and thermal expansion 

coefficient is illustrated. 

 

Figure 6-3: Relationship between thermal crack resistance and thermal 
expansion coefficient [75] 

A high thermal expansion coefficient is correlated with a low thermal crack resistance 

and vice versa, is shown [75]. 

6.2.1.2 Fracture  

This impact failure refers to the breakdown of the insert‟s cutting edge. This occurs when 

mechanical loading exceeds the fracture strength (TRS) of the insert [56]. This 

mechanical overload causes the tool to fail suddenly.  
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In figure 6-4 the relationship between chip resistance and transverse rupture strength is 

shown. 

 

Figure 6-4: Relationship between chip resistance and transverse rupture 
strength [75] 

Large transverse rupture strength is correlated with a high chip resistance and vice 

versa, is shown [75].  

6.2.1.3 Gradual wear 

Gradual wear causes loss of tool shape and reduction in cutting efficiency. The wear 

scar‟s growth accelerates as the tool becomes heavily worn. Similarly to temperature 

failure the tool fails. This type of failure occurs on the top rake face and the flank. 

 

Premature failure is primarily thermal, chemical or impact related, which is undesirable 

[64]. Gradual wear is preferred, because it leads to a longer TL and economic benefits. 

According to Nurul Amin et al a cutting speed beyond 120 m/min will initiate an intensive 

tool wear on PCD [101]. 

6.2.2 Types of tool wear 

Wear types described and shown in figures 6-5 & 6-7 [19, 20 & 75] can be distinguished 

into crater- and flank wear. Flank wear can also be divided into two features according to 

the condition.  
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6.2.2.1 Crater wear 

This wear is formed by the action of chips sliding against the surface. It consists of a 

concave section on the rake face of the tool. High temperatures and stresses 

characterize the tool-chip contact interface. This contributes to the wearing action shown 

in figure 6-5. Most of the heat during the machining of titanium is restricted in the primary 

zone, causing rapid chemical reactions on the flank face. In continuous to slight 

interrupted mode, the inserts experience failure due to chipping as a result of excessive 

crater wear [62]. It is expected that any reduction in crater wear will result in longer tool 

life.  

 

Hartung et al compared different cutting materials in a crater wear rate (wear/min) study. 

[102]. The authors determined that machining Ti-6Al-4V at Vc=61m/min, the PCD 

(1.4μm/min) outperformed both Carbide (2.2-8μm/min) and PCBN (30μm/min). Machado 

et al documented rake face temperatures in the area of 900°C at a cutting speed of 

75m/min when machining Ti-6Al-4V. This caused rapid crater wear due to dissolution 

and diffusion [62]. According to another research study [57] coated carbides should not 

perform well with Ti-6Al-4V due to rapid crater wear (diffusion driven) of the ceramic 

coating in turning. Figure 6-5 illustrates the main types of tool wear. 

 

Figure 6-5: Types of tool wear  
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6.2.2.2 Flank wear  

Flank wear results from rubbing between the newly generated work surface and the 

flank face nearby the cutting edge. This wear occurs on the flank insert and is measured 

by the average width of the wear band (VB) which is occasionally called the flank wear 

land (FW). According to the authors the VB involve adhesion, pull-out, abrasion and 

dissolution wear if titanium alloys are machined [94]. 

 

Figure 6-6: Relationship between flank wear resistance and hardness [75] 

The relationship between flank wear resistance and hardness, namely that high 

hardness is correlated with a high flank wear resistance and vice versa, is shown [75]. 

6.2.2.3 Notch wear 

Notch wear is an extreme condition of flank wear and often appears on the cutting edge. 

This wear occurs because the original surface is harder and/or more abrasive than the 

internal material. This could be due to work hardening from cold drawing or machining.  

6.2.2.4 Nose radius wear 

Nose radius wear occurs on the nose radius of the tool. This usually leads into the end 

of the cutting edge.  
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Nose and notch wear are indicated in figures 6-5 & 6-7 [19, 20 & 75]. 

 

Figure 6-7: Types of tool Wear [20] 

6.2.3 Mechanisms of tool wear 

6.2.3.1 Abrasion  

The friction generated between the flank and work piece due to the action of sliding 

chips in the shear, cause abrasion. This wear happens primarily due to hard inclusions 

of work material or separated small particles of tool material that scratch the contact 

surface [87]. Abrasion is compounded by the part‟s hardness and strength properties, 

which is also an indication of appropriate machining speeds. This mechanism occurs 

gradually on the flank (make it possible to estimate the tool life) and after the crater is 

weakened due to diffusion, crater wear is accelerated by abrasion [19 & 101]. 

6.2.3.2 Adhesion 

This is when two materials are forced into contact under high pressure and temperatures 

until they weld together. These conditions are present between the chip and rake face of 

the insert. This results in a form of abrasion, as the sticky chips break away small 

particles on the surface [42 & 75]. The critical temperature for adhesion to occur 

machining with PCD and CBN are 760°C and 900°C respectively and the nominal 

pressures about 0.142 and 0.146 GPa [81]. 

6.2.3.3 Diffusion 

Crater wear on the rake face of a cutting tool is due to the interaction between the 

underside of the chip and the tool face [19 & 75]. This happens under high contact 
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stresses, high temperature and interface thermo chemical reactions. Wear at high 

cutting speed can be regarded as a consequence of a diffusion effect.  

 

Diffusion of the tool material at 700°C [59] assists in the decision to regard this 

temperature as critical for machining titanium alloys with CBN tools. Diffusion is the main 

contributor to wear at HS conditions [22 & 75]. Titanium can react with the Nitrogen in 

the CBN at temperature above 1100°C when inter-atomic diffusion of titanium and CBN 

accelerate significantly. This was confirmed by Nabhani [98] machining TA48 with CBN 

and PCD tools. The cutting edge of the tool was bonded to the underside of the chips. 

6.2.3.4 Chemical reactions 

Chemical wear can be considered as a thermally activated process. It‟s due to a reaction 

between the insert and work piece. The insert and work piece material react, removing 

the material from the insert on an atomic scale.  The rate of this chemical wear increases 

with an increase in temperature [19 & 75]. This can result in chemical reactions like 

oxidation. As mentioned are premature failures primarily caused by thermal, chemical or 

impact factors [19, 56 & 75]. 

6.2.3.5 Plastic deformation 

The cutting forces acting on the edge at high temperature cause the edge to deform 

plastically, which makes it more vulnerable to abrasion. Thermal softening, oxidation and 

chemical reactions weaken the inter-granular bonds which cause the grains to tear apart 

under the action of the machining shear stress. The grains are dislodged out of the 

matrix; hence Pull-out [56, 66 & 75].  
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In figure 6-8 the relationship between plastic deformation resistance and hardness is 

shown. 

 

Figure 6-8: Relationship between plastic deformation resistance and 
hardness 

High hardness is correlated with a plastic deformation wear resistance and vice versa, is 

shown [19, 22 & 75]. 

6.3 Surface finish 

Machined components for aerospace are subjected to rigorous surface analysis to 

detect surface damages that will be detrimental [104]. Machining is often the 

manufacturing process that determines the part‟s surface texture as it is usually the final 

process. Average surface roughness (Ra) and geometry are important in determining the 

functional performance of machined components. Sub-surface characteristics like 

residual stress and surface defects (porosity, micro-cracks) are also critical. The Ra 

depends on the geometric, material, vibration and machine tool factors [19].  

6.3.1 Geometric factors 

Geometric factors include the machining parameters. These include the type of 

operation, insert geometry, feed and nose radius. Surface geometry is referred to as the 

theoretical surface roughness. 
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Tool geometry and feed combine to form the surface geometry. The effects can be seen 

for a single-point tool in figure 6-5. 

 

 

Figure 6-9: The effects of nose radius and feed of surface roughness [19]  

With the same feed, a larger nose radius causes the feed marks to be less pronounced, 

thus leading to a better finish (figure 6-9 a). If to feeds are compared with the same nose 

radius, the larger feed increases the separation between the feed marks, leading to an 

increase in the value of ideal surface roughness (figure 6-9 b). Thiele and Melkote [105] 

experimented with steel and realized feed is the primary influence on surface roughness, 

followed by edge geometry. If feed rate is large enough and the nose radius is small 

enough so that the end cutting edge participates in creating the new surface, then the 

end cutting-edge angle (ECEA) will affect surface geometry as shown in figure 6-9 (c). 

6.3.2 Work material factors 

The ideal surface finish mentioned above is highly unlikely due to factors related to the 

work material and its interaction with the insert.  Built-up-edge (BUE) causes the surface 

to have a rough sandpaper texture. If the BUE is large and unstable, the surface finish 

degrades, which leads to surface roughness.  

 

Chips curling back into the work damage the surface. It is affected by the tearing of work 

surface during chip formation. As the tool wears, the edge may chip which worsens the 

a b c 
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situation. This is further degraded by plastic deformation. Tool wear causes an increase 

in cutting forces which worsen surface finish.  

 Ra = rai x Ri                       (4) 

Machined surfaces often require the actual surface roughness (Ra) to be below a certain 

limit. An empirical ratio (rai) [19] and equation (4) helps to convert the ideal SR (Ri) into 

an estimate of the actual surface roughness. Nowadays a surface roughness machine is 

used to measure the actual value. 

 

Figure 6-10: Average surface roughness (Ra) for WC and PCD inserts [101] 

The effectiveness of PCD and WC inserts were tested, milling Ti-6Al-4V, by Amin et al 

[101]. The results (figure 6-10) indicate that the surface roughness (Ra) increased, with 

an increase in cutting speed at a constant feed rate (fz=0.1mm/z). The average Ra is 

relatively low with values less than 0.4µm, up to the cutting speed of 120 m/min. In the 

case of the PCD, the surface roughness values are almost in the range of 0.4 µm up to 

the cutting speed of 160 m/min. 

6.3.3 Vibration and machine tool factors 

Vibration and tool factors are related to the tooling and setup in the operation.  The 

vibration or chatter, deflections in the fixture, and backlash in the feed mechanism can 

all be minimized or eliminated.  If possible, the surface roughness will be primarily 

determined by geometric and work material factors. 
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Kuljanic et al achieved a low Ra and a satisfactory geometrical accuracy milling titanium 

compressor blades with PCD [42] and a different study [101] indicated that the Ra of 

PCD inserts is lower compared to that of uncoated carbide inserts. This is due to the 

effect of lower wear rate and less pronounced chatter in the case of PCD inserts, 

especially at 120 m/min. Cutting speed up to 120 m/min in the case of carbide and 160 

m/min in the case of PCD inserts produce surface finish equivalent to that obtained in 

polishing. 

6.4 Overview of performance assessment considerations 

Out of the literature [15, 56 & 101], it became evident that for a relatively low cutting 

speed (100m/min), the wear is low and uniform, with marks of notch wear and micro-

failure due to attrition. For feed rates (fz) below 0.051 mm, chipping becomes less of an 

issue [56]. Unfortunately, any reduction in fz, results in a proportional reduction in 

material removal rate. At cutting speeds around 150 m/min there is some build-up and a 

uniform, but higher amount of flank and notch wear. The critical temperature for 

adhesion to occur for machining with PCD and CBN are 760°C and 900°C respectively 

and the nominal pressures about 0.142 and 0.146 GPa [69]. Speeds exceeding 200 

m/min are associated with build-up, high flank and notch wear. The rate of this chemical 

attack increases with an increase in temperature. This can result in chemical reactions 

like oxidation [75]. 

 

Out of this was established that the main mechanisms responsible for the failure of PCD 

tools are diffusion, attrition, build-up and notching wear [42, 56, 66 & 101]. 
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7. Aims and objectives 

Information from the literature on the machining of Ti-6Al-4V indicates relative low 

speeds for milling this alloy. Many machining challenges limit the increase of this 

parameter and generally studies conclude that it is impossible to obtain an increase in 

cutting speed.  

 

Tool materials able to withstand high temperatures, such as PCD, is shown to have 

potential to last significantly longer at higher cutting speeds. Cutting strategy is 

presented as potential focus area to achieve improvements. Pilot tests and studies show 

cutting speed (Vc) and feed rate (fz) are key parameters to get better results. 

 

This study explores the potential for innovative cutting materials to mill Ti-6Al-4V at high 

speeds. Studies of the wear modes and mechanisms were utilized to establish 

performance criteria.  

 

The objective is to achieve an increase in tool life while machining at high speed, simply 

by avoiding the failure mechanism through an innovative milling strategy. 
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8. Experimental Setup and Design 

8.1 Introduction 

In order to establish a well defined experimental model and suitable parameters 

fundamental research, background work and pilot studies were conducted. The final 

setup and design were selected in accordance with the study objectives. The flow 

diagram in figure 8-1 illustrates the procedure that was followed.  
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Figure 8-1: Research procedure flow diagram 

A literature study and market research enabled the author to identify opportunities for 

improvement. Background studies and pilot test helped to set the foundation for an 

experimental model with cutting parameters. During the course of this study a work 

holding method to accommodate a 5-axis work piece in a 3-axis machine was 

investigated as background study (figure 8-1 A) within this predominantly cutting 

research. A copy of this article is included in Appendix A. The author also acted as co-

B 

A 
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author for a paper (figure 8-1 B) presented at the South African Aerospace symposium 

at Spier, Stellenbosch, 2008. A copy of this article is included in Appendix B.  

 

The results from these studies enabled the author to formulate a best practice cutting 

strategy, suitable for PCD. Through experimental tests the best performing cutting 

material and configuration were identified. This was followed with selected experiments. 

8.2 Background study 1: Palletised work holding to emulate 5-axis 

machining  

This background study presents the application of precision pallet technology, together 

with common 3-axis milling, to machine certain complex aerospace components, that is 

normally 5-axis machined. 5-axis machines are prohibitively expensive and in short 

supply in developing economies, like South Africa. Currently the default process for a 

wing section is either 5-axis machining, requiring expensive equipment, or multiple 

manual setups, that erodes competitiveness. In this approach however, a set of different 

customized precision pallets are used to present each complex plane to the 3 axis 

machine as a horizontal plane, requiring quick and simple face milling. After machining 

one surface, the pallet is exchanged with another that has been pre-set up in machining 

time.  Trials confirm the viability of the approach with capital recovery in less than a year.  

 

The pallet system significantly reduced the setup and changeover times, reducing 

production cost and lead time. This added-up to 28.6% saving in production time.  The 

company can therefore typically supply the finished products to their clients a full 20.3 

days earlier than originally planned.  It is concluded that this 3-axis technique using 

palletised work holding is technically feasible and economically viable to machine flat 

surface aerospace components that would normally be machined on simultaneous 5-

axis machines in the developed world.   

 

A research article based on this work has been submitted to a research journal. A copy 

of this article is included in Appendix A. 
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8.3 Background study 2: Turning PM steels with experimental PCBN 

8.3.1 Introduction 

There is a definite growth in demand for PM steel parts in the automotive industry [106 & 

107]. High density sintered alloys have a strength equivalent to hardened steels, but are 

very difficult to machine. The main critical wear mechanism, machining PM steels with 

PCBN, is abrasion [108]. Since different PCBN wear features, such as chipping and 

nose fracture exist in interrupted cutting, it is critical to have a machining operation 

model, that mimic the abrasion failure mode. This assures a better understanding of 

abrasion. 

 

Research [108] conducted on hard turning of Vanadium 10 (V10) with PCBN samples 

addressed fundamental questions concerning wear mechanisms. The samples 

contained comparable cBN content and were all of similar grain size. The only difference 

among the inserts was their binder systems. Additional experimental details are 

confidential. 

8.3.2 Background to the test 

The turning test was intended as an abrasion test for PCBN grades. The work piece, 

V10 PM Steel, was used in the annealed condition, which generates a relatively low 

temperature chip to minimizing chemical wear. 

 

The objective of the test was to measure the flank wear after known machining intervals 

and under constant machining conditions. Recorded data points and the wear 

performance of the different cutting tool materials were plotted. These figures were 

compared in graphical form.  

8.3.3 Wear Measurement 

The wear on the flank was measured and analyzed with an optical microscope and 

SEM. The measurement was taken at the maximal value near the leading edge of the 

tool. An XRD analysis helped to identify the most promising phases.  

 

A stereoscopical microscope fitted with a digital camera was used to observe and 

measure wear on the tool materials. A fixture helped to keep the observation angles 
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constant between the analysed inserts. Different images were taken to represent flank 

faces of the tool at a fixed magnification.   

 

SEM micrographs were taken of selected inserts. Images were taken using a Joel 7500F 

SEM and analyzed using AnalySIS software 3.2 (Build 799). The inserts were placed on 

fixture which orientates samples at 45° to the horizontal for a better view.  

8.3.4 Summary of results 

All of the samples had a small amount of adhered work piece material on the flank, nose 

and crater. No early indications of cracks or prominent crater wear were discovered on 

the rake. The prominent grooves found in some samples could be attributed to the 

abrasive carbides in the work piece and the weak bonding strength of the binder system. 

The weak bonding enables the work piece to easily rip the insert particles out of the 

material.  

8.3.5 Conclusion 

This investigative work was done for Element Six (Pty) Ltd. The detailed results are 

reported in ―Wear phenomena of PCBN tools during PM steel machining, March 2008‖ 

and are part of the company‟s new application investigation body of knowledge [108]. 

8.4 Pilot test 1: Influence of different milling parameters 

8.4.1 Background to test 

The author performed these pilot tests in order to understand the influence of different 

cutting parameters on tool life. These experiments were used to lay a foundation for a 

cutting strategy developed for a missile hanger and also assisted in the development of 

an experimental model for the final experiments. See figure 8-1. 

8.4.2 Experimental setup and procedure 

The Hermle 5-Axis C40U machine was used to conduct the different pilot tests. Out of 

the literature it was established that cutting speed and feed rate are the most influential 

parameters on tool life [19, 42, 66, 75 & 56].  
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The author decided to also vary the depth of cut in order to gain a better understanding 

of the different effect of each parameter. Table 8-1 specifies the experimental equipment 

and machining conditions for the pilot tests with a tungsten carbide (H13A). 

Table 8-1: Experimental equipment and machining specifications for pilot 
tests with WC 

Insert type H13A (R390-11 T3 08E-KL) 

Work piece Ti-6Al-4V (25x30x280mm) 

Working engagement (ae) 0.5 mm 

Coolant 
Flood (ROCOL® ULTRACUT 260) 
Diluted:     Water : Oil       30 : 1 

Machine Hermle 5-Axis C40U 

Tool Sandvik (ø 25mm) R390-025A25-11L 

Wear measurement 
Dell Computer with Zeiss AXIOVISION4 

Software / Measuring Microscope 

 

Measurements were taken for every cutting condition (Table 8-2) after 280mm of Ti-6Al-

4V was machined with ae= 0.5 mm and ap = 2 mm. The author established the different 

test conditions based on information found in manuals of the supplier [56, 66 & 75].  

Table 8-2: Experimental pilot test conditions and results 

Condition 
Vc 

(m/min) 
Fz 

(mm/z) 
DOC 
(ap) 

Table feed 
(mm/min) 

Cutting 
time (s) 

VB 
(Flank) 

VB/min 

A1 60 0.05 2.5 38 440 137.31 18.73 

A3 140 0.05 2.5 89 188 156.2 49.72 

B1 100 0.025 2.5 32 528 236.26 26.86 

B3 100 0.075 2.5 95 176 127.32 43.42 

C1 100 0.05 2 64 264 170.28 38.72 

C3 100 0.05 3 64 264 171.6 39.02 

D2 100 0.05 2.5 64 264 172.56 39.23 

 

The shaded areas in table 8-2 for the different conditions indicate the parameter that is 

changed, while the other two parameters are kept constant. 
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8.4.3 Results 

From this study it became evident that cutting speed has the largest effect on tool life, 

followed by feed rate. A variation in the depth of cut was associated with only a small 

change in wear. Figure 8-2 shows a graphical depiction of the change in tool life 

associated with the seven different conditions indicated in table 8-2. 

 

Figure 8-2: Influence of different cutting parameters on tool life 

The gradient due to change in each parameter shown in figure 8-2 clearly indicates the 

effect on tool life for the different cutting conditions of table 8-2. 

8.5 Background study 3: Cutting strategy for missile hanger 

The South African government has successfully included counter trade clauses into 

recent aircraft acquisition transactions. To support future counter trade opportunities, 

Department Science and Technology (DST) has embarked on a manufacturing 

capability enhancement programme. The objective is to get the SA precision machining 

industry involved in the global aerospace supply chains.  

 

The author and his study supervisor collaborated with Daliff Precision Engineering to 

redesign the manufacturing process with the emphasis on the cutting strategy employed 

in order to minimize the machining time of an aerospace component.  

 

The component (figure 8-3) is the hanger fixed on a missile that slides on the launch rail. 

The strategy was to minimize set-ups and increase the axial immersions. The high axial 
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immersion cut strategy holds promise for titanium machining effective advances as a 

decrease in tool life is only weakly correlated with an increase in axial immersion [66].  

 

 

Figure 8-3: Missile hanger 

The cutting strategy is at the time of the writing of this document in the final stages of 

implementation. Machining simulations indicate a large reduction in machining time. 

8.6 Pilot study 2: Roll-in strategy for PCD materials 

Technologists in the field concerned with improving performance of tungsten carbide [66 

& 75] place a large emphasis on the importance of specific cutting strategies. With 

tungsten carbide the exit conditions of the insert from the cut into the coolant stream is of 

importance to avoid thermal shock [19, 22] one of the dominant failure mechanisms for 

carbide. This extreme emphasis led to the author to examine the applicability of this 

approach to PCD. In the light of PCD‟s failure mechanism being mechanical shock [42, 

56, 78 & 79], this strategy was reconsidered.  
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PCD‟s relatively high thermal conductivity [42, 56 & 101] makes it relatively insensitive to 

thermal shock on cut exit (see figure 8-4). 

 

 

It‟s susceptibility to mechanical shock however calls for a gradual loading on cut entry 

(during each revolution). The author studied the influence and impact of conventional 

and climb milling using the roll-in strategy [66] (see Table 8-3). The author decided to 

use a cutting speed of 150 m/min and feed rate of 0.0375 mm/z based on previous 

studies [42, 56, 74, 87 & 101]. 

Table 8-3: Insert Specifications and cutting conditions for cutting strategy 
experiment 

Insert type PCD - SCMN 090308F (ISO1832) 

PCD grade CTM302 (Coarse) 

Insert radius 0.8 mm 

Insert clearance angle 3° 

Insert rake angle 4° 

Cutting edge Sharp 

Cutting Speed (Vc) 150 m/min 

Feed/tooth  (fz) 0.0375 mm/z 

Depth of cut (ap) 2 mm 

Working engagement (ae) 0.5 mm 

Coolant 
Flood (ROCOL® ULTRACUT 260) 
Diluted:     Water : Oil       30 : 1 

Milling machine Hermle 5-Axis C40U 

Tool Custom made (ø 25mm) [see figure 8-6] 

Condition (Strategies) Conventional & Climb milling 

 

1 mm 

Feed 

Ti-6Al-4V 

Entry 

Exit 

Figure 8-4: Conventional roll-in milling strategy for PCD 
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After several test runs, results showed that conventional milling performed better for 

PCD, due to the relatively low transverse rupture strength of the material and reduction 

of mechanical shock.  

 

Conventional (Up) Climb (Down) 

Wear on flank 

  

Wear on crater 

  

More gradual wear with less chipping More chipping and uneven wear 

Figure 8-5: Results of cutting strategy using PCD 

Down milling caused more fracture wear, due to mechanical overload [19, 22, 66 & 75] 

and conventional milling produced a more gradual wear scar. This is visible in figure 8-5.  

 

Therefore it was decided to use the conventional roll-in strategy to conduct the 

experiments. 

8.7 Experimental setup, design and procedure for final experiments 

8.7.1 Experimental setup 

The background studies and experimental tests (figure 8-1) helped the author establish 

an experimental model with feasible parameters. Conventional milling with a roll-in 

strategy helped the author to establish a suitable cutting condition for feasible 
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experimental results.  Table 8-4 indicates the cutting conditions that were employed 

during the final experiments. 

Table 8-4: Insert specifications and cutting conditions for final experiments 

Insert type 
PCD (SCMN 090308F) ISO1832 

VP15TF (AOMT123608PEER-M) Benchmark 

PCD grades CTM302(Coarse), CTB010(Medium), CMX850(Fine) 

PCD insert radius 0.8 mm 

PCD insert clearance angle 3° 

PCD insert rake angle 4° 

Cutting edge Sharp 

Cutting Speed (Vc) 100, 150, 200 m/min 

Feed/tooth  (fz) 0.025, 0.0375, 0.05 mm/z 

Depth of cut (ap) 2 mm 

Working engagement (ae) 0.5 mm 

Coolant 
Flood (ROCOL® ULTRACUT 260) 

Diluted:  Water : Oil (30 : 1) 

Milling machine Hermle 5-Axis C40U 

Tool 
Custom made (ø 25mm, 90° Shoulder mill) 

Mitsubishi (ø 25mm) APX3000R254SA25SA 

 

Face-milling tend to produce wear scars that are more difficult to measure the nose. 

Shoulder milling is more aggressive, and produces better discrimination between 

different PCD grades. The 90° mounting produce no chip thinning effect, whereas with 

the 45° the chip thinning effect will reduce the load on the insert.   Milling titanium alloys 

that lack rigidity [19 & 32] with 45° mounting can bend the work piece due to the back 

force, which can lead to poor machining accuracy [75]. Although round and 45º inserts 

have limited depth of cut, the 90º has a cutting depth as deep as the cutter diameter and 

a length that allows for stable cutting [75]. The simplicity of 90° mounting and the saving 

of the expensive work piece material tipped the scales in favour of the 90° mounting.  
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The sharp PCD insert has a nose radius of 0.8 mm, and clearance and rake angle of 3° 

and 4° respectively. A positive rake angle enables good sharp cutting edges [75] that are 

critical to assist in helping to reduce the elevated temperatures generated when 

machining titanium [32, 42 & 56]. Mitsubishi‟s VP15TF was used as benchmark. The 

Hermle 5-Axis C40U machine was used with ROCOL® ULTRACUT 260 coolant under a 

flood condition. The cutting fluid is an emulsion designed specifically for superior 

performance in severe cutting conditions of titanium alloys. The tool was custom made in 

South Africa and used to test the PCD at different cutting speeds and feed rates. 

Generally PCD fractures through a brittle mechanism and fatigue does not play a big 

role [79]. Due to this brittleness of PCD, a clamp was designed to cover as large as 

possible area of the PCD, in order to reduce the risk of instant fracture.  

 

The experimental CMX850 inserts were supplied in 1.6 mm thickness for the 

experiments. The other inserts supplied were in the standard 3.12 mm thickness. A 

tungsten carbide backing plate was used to enable clamping of the thinner CMX850 in 

the tool holder designed for standard thickness inserts.  
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The tools and machines used during this experimentation can be seen in figure 8-6 (A-

D), showing the Hermle machine, the custom made tool with its insert and backing, the 

tool-fitted spindle, and the flood lubrication respectively. 

 

 

It was decided to use different cutting speeds (100, 150 & 200 m/min) and feed rates 

(0.025, 0.0375 & 0.05 mm/z) based on previous studies [42, 56, 74, 87 & 101]. Zoya et 

al also recommended a cutting speed in the range of 185 to 220 m/min for titanium 

alloys [59] and feed rates (fz) below 0.051 mm/z, chipping becomes less of an issue [56].  

 

The properties of the different PCD inserts were compared in order to identify the critical 

conditions and opportunities for the experiments.  

 

 

 

 

 

Chemical wear 
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Figure 8-6: Machinery and equipment for experiments 
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Initial tests were conducted with three different PCD materials, supplied by Element Six 

(Pty) Ltd, in order to establish which cutting material delivers superior performance, and 

would thus be suitable for further experimentation. In order to identify the critical 

conditions and opportunities for improvement, the properties are compared relative to 

each other in table 3, and quantified as low, medium or high, relative to each other. 

Table 8-5: Insert properties comparison [79] 

 
Property 

CMX850 
(Fine) 

CTB010 
(Medium) 

CTM302 
(Coarse) 

Avg. Grain size  µm 1 10 2-30 

Binder  % Cobalt 15% 12% 10% 

Balance   Diamond Diamond Diamond 

Elastic 

Longitudinal SOS  m/s Low High Medium 

Transverse SOS  m/s Low High Medium 

Density Ρ g/m
3
 High Medium Low 

Poisson‟s ratio   Low Medium High 

Bulk modulus  GPa Low High Medium 

Shear modulus  GPa Low High Medium 

Young‟s Modulus E GPa Low High Medium 

Mechanical 

Transverse Rupture 
strength 

TRS MPa High Medium Low 

Fracture toughness KIC MPa.m
1/2

 High Low Medium 

Thermal 

Thermal diffusivity Γ mm
2
/s Low High Medium 

Thermal Conductivity Λ W/m.K Low High Medium 

Thermal Expansion αCTE 10
-6

/K High Medium Low 

Specific heat capacity Cp J/kg.K Low Medium High 

Thermal Shock 

Thermal Shock factor (Bulk) R  High Medium Low 

Thermal Shock factor 
(Local) 

Rγ  Low High Medium 

Disclaimer  
All property measurements are carried out, where possible in accordance with relevant international standards. The 

information quoted is for comparative purposes only and should not be viewed as a product specification. Element six 

limited is constantly striving to improve its products and therefore reserves the right to alter product properties without 

prior notice. 

Although the PCD‟s have a 6 times higher thermal conductivity and 7-8 times higher Rγ, 

WC has a TRS of about double that of these PCD‟s.   
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It is significant to note that the thermal conductivity for Polycrystalline diamond (PCD) is 

up to four times more than that of tungsten carbide. Typically PCD is significantly harder 

(6000 HV) than carbides (2500 HV) indicating better performance at elevated 

temperatures. However, PCD has lower TRS (1000-2000 MPa) versus unalloyed 

carbide (1500-3000 MPa) making it more susceptible to mechanical shock experienced 

in interrupted cutting. 

 

It is also critical to note the following on the PCD material properties shown in table 8-5.  

  

1. A smaller grain size requires more binder to sinter and therefore has a lower 

maximum temperature 

 

2. Declining grain size leads to an improved TRS [56], but reduces the toughness of 

the cutting edge. Although more cobalt (binder) decreases the fracture toughness 

it becomes more abrasive resistant. 

 

3. Thermal conductivity increases with E, relative to amount of cross-linking 

between diamond grains. 

 

4. Density, specific heat capacity and thermal expansion may be considered 

constant between different grades of PCD. 

8.7.2 Material specifications 

The chemical composition of Ti-6Al-4V is summarized in table 8-6. It contains roughly 4 

wt % vanadium and 6 wt % Aluminium, hence its name. 

Table 8-6: Composition (wt %) of Ti-6Al-4V [32] 

Chemical composition: 

Content O H N C Fe V Al Ti 

wt % - 0.005 0.01 0.05 0.09 4.40 6.15 Balance 

 
Table 8-7 is a summary of the work piece physical properties at room temperature. The 

sample has a very high tensile strength and relatively low modulus of elasticity [16, 19 & 

42]. Titanium material for aerospace applications is available in a variety of mechanical 

properties [30 & 32]. The material used for these experiments were in the extreme 
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tensile strength condition as detailed in table 8-7. This extreme hardness and tensile 

strength titanium being the most demanding material condition for machining was 

chosen for this research.  

Table 8-7: Mechanical and physical properties of the Ti-6Al-4V sample at 
room temperature 

Alpha-Beta titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V 

Grade  5 

Hardness 360 HV (37 HRC)  

Ultimate tensile strength >1080 MPa 

Modulus of Elasticity 114 GPa 

Test specimen Sample cut from sheet 

Material heat treatment condition Solution heat treated and aged 

Dimensions 280x32x32 mm  

 

The Ti-6Al-4V sample is a grade 5 titanium alloy [30 & 32]. The hardness of the 

experimental material was measured to be around 360 HV and the ultimate tensile 

strength was larger than 1080 MPa. The sample was solution heat treated and aged, 

and supplied in a plate form (280x32x32 mm).     

8.7.3 Test Equipment 

Several different machine tools and pieces of equipment were used in this study. Table 

7-8 specifies the function of the different machinery. 

Table 8-8: Machinery and Equipment 

Machinery / Equipment Purpose 

Joel SEM 7500F 

AnalySIS software 3.2 (Build 799) 

Analyse content, composition  and grain 

size of PCD 

Hermle 5-Axis C40U To carry out the test 

Standard work holding vice Hold titanium sample in position 

Tool Holder 
Type SECO CSBNL 2525M09 

Clamp of test Insert for machining test 

Grinding Wheel Mark test Inserts 

Wear Scar Measuring Equipment 
Dell Computer with Zeiss AXIOVISION4 
Software / Measuring Microscope 

Measure wear scar 

Vickers Hardness machine Measure Hardness of work piece 

Rockwell Hardness machine Measure Hardness of work piece 

Surface roughness meter  Measure surface roughness 

Statistica (Version 8) Analyze data  
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All the experiments were conducted on the Hermle C40U machine and the Ti-6Al-4V 

sample was held in position using a standard machine tool work holding vice. Due to the 

low modulus of elasticity of Ti-6Al-4V [16, 19 & 42], the sample was machined to a 

length of 280 mm to properly clamp the material, in order to minimize vibration. SEM 

analysis and measuring of the wear scar with an optical microscope were done at the 

facilities of Element Six (Springs). The Joel 7500F and AnalySIS software 3.2 (Build 

799) was used for the SEM work, while the optical microscope was used with Zeiss 

AXIOVISION4 software. The surface roughness was measured for specific conditions 

and Statistica (Version 8) was used to analyze the data in detail. A Rockwell and Vickers 

hardness machine were used to determine the hardness of the sample. A grinding wheel 

was used to mark the corners of the inserts. 

8.7.4 Experimental design 

The aim of the experimental design is to yield conclusive experimental results for 

interpolation of the effectiveness of different PCD materials, tested under different 

cutting conditions. This design is shown in table 8-9 and repeated three times.  

Table 8-9: Experimental design 

Number of 
experiments 

PCD 
(Grade) 

Cutting Speed 
(m/min) 

Feed 
(mm/z) 

1 

C
M

X
8

5
0

  

(F
in

e
) 

100 
0.025 

2 0.0375 

3 0.05 

4 

150 
0.025 

5 0.0375 

6 0.05 

7 

200 
0.025 

8 0.0375 

9 0.05 

10 

C
T

B
0

1
0

 

(M
e

d
iu

m
) 100 

0.025 

11 0.0375 

12 0.05 

13 

150 
0.025 

14 0.0375 

15 0.05 

16 

200 
0.025 

17 0.0375 

18 0.05 

19 

C
T

M
3

0
2

 

(C
o

a
rs

e
) 100 

0.025 

20 0.0375 

21 0.05 

22 

150 
0.025 

23 0.0375 

24 0.05 

25 

200 
0.025 

26 0.0375 

27 0.05 
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A 3-factor, 3-level design was used in Statistica (Version 8) to analyze the data. The 

experiments were replicated for each condition, resulting in 81 test runs. 

8.7.5 Test Procedure 

A process flow diagram was developed in order to establish a test procedure. Figure 8-7 

indicates the test procedure  

Receive 

experimental 

material

Machine start-up 

procedure

Loading insert and 

toolholder

Machine warm-up 

process

Clamping work 

piece

Position tool
Choose program 

(see Appendix  C)
Start experiment

Switch flood 

lubrication on 
Data

 

Figure 8-7: Experimental test procedure 

The insert had to be reloaded after every experiment. Special caution had to be made in 

order to achieve repeatable results. After the inserts were properly fitted, the parameters 

of the program (Appendix C) were changed for the next experiment. All the experiments 

were conducted under flood lubrication. 

8.7.6 Collected Data  

Several measurements and samples were collected in order to have comparable 

outputs.  Wear measurements were taken of the different samples at similar cutting 

distance intervals (560 mm) with an Optical microscope (Table 8-8). Similarly the surface 

roughness was measured and the chips collected.  The data was used to show which 

test specimens are more wear resistant than others. From the literature, failure due to 

wear on the flank was set for a maximum flank wear (VB) of more than 0.3 m [101], and 

for surface roughness an average value (Ra) of more than 1.6 µm [79].   

8.7.7 Wear Measurement 

Measuring the wear on the flank (VB) was used as primary wear criterion. Therefore, it 

forms a critical part of the study. This phenomenon that Ti-6Al-4V (Figure 9-14) work 

material builds up on the wear scar when PCD is used as cutting material was one of the 

forms of wear observed in these experiments. This is confirmed by Kuljanic et al [42]. 
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The author is of opinion that this could be the case in other titanium machining research 

[101] as well. This suspicion is supported by the fact that analyses that would identify the 

deposit are not included. This leads to a significant uncertainty that the measuring of 

titanium deposit on the wear scar holds. It was decided that this research would have 

insufficient scientific grounding if only the titanium build-up on the wear scar were 

measured, without knowing the true geometry of the wear scar.  

 

In order to establish the situation below the occasional built-up Ti-6Al-4V layer, the 

author had to acid clean several samples. Special caution had to be taken in order 

prevent the samples from damage. Several discussions with Element Six (Pty) Ltd 

researchers and technical specialists [79] were used to establish an acid cleaning 

method. This would reveal the true wear scar without compromising the experimental 

results with possible chemical reactions caused during cleaning. Ultimately the samples 

were cleaned with hot concentrated Hydrochloric acid [HCl (32 vol %)]. It proved to be 

practically impossible as no etching agent is available that would remove the Ti-6Al-4V 

without affecting the PCD. It was however concluded that the etching method would 

yield valid results. This is despite the fact that the HCl would etch the cobalt binder of 

the PCD [109]. The diamond particles would however define the shape of the wear scar 

resulting in a valid approach for the research objective. Figure 8-8 illustrates the etching 

process. 

 

 

 

Wear measurement before HCL (32 vol %) cleaning: 216.81µm 

Wear measurement after HCL (32 vol %) cleaning: 219.36µm 

  HCl (32 vol%) cleaning 

Figure 8-8: Acid (HCL - 32 vol %) cleaning process of some PCD samples 
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The acid cleaning reaction of the Ti-Al alloy with hot concentrated HCl  (32 vol %) can 

be summarized as follow [109]: 

 

a) Reaction with titanium 

Ti (s) + 6 HCl  (l)  [TiCl 6]
3- (purple solution) + 3 H2 (g) 

A hexa-chloro complex of Ti (111) is formed and has a purple-green colour. This 

complex only exists in the presence of excess HCl. If it is diluted with water, the soluble 

complex compound is hydrolyzed to form a precipitate of titanium dioxide. 

 

b) Reaction with aluminium 

Al (s) + 3 HCl  (l)  Al Cl3 (colourless solution) + 1.5 H2 (g) 

 

c) Vanadium 

Vanadium is not soluble in HCl. The dissolution of the titanium and aluminium by HCl, 

decomposes the alloy, leaving a residue of V. This could have been removed in 

subsequent washing or could remain as a thin film on the wear scar area. There was 

also V found on the glass after the HCl  vaporized from the heat treatment.  

 

Measurements of the wear scar before and after etching confirms a direct correlation 

between the deposit and the size of the true wear scar as shown in figure 8-8. Therefore 

it was decided that acid cleaning of a limited number of samples were sufficient. 
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9. Results and discussion 

9.1 Wear measurements 

The performance of the different PCD grades was compared to that of Cemented 

tungsten carbide (benchmark) for different cutting conditions. The wear per time unit is 

used to evaluate the performance of each insert. Considering figures 9-4, 9-5 and 9-6, 

the ultimate would be to strive for the bottom right-hand corner, to attain a high material 

removal rate and minimal wear.   

9.1.1 CTM302 

 
This PCD material is a combination of coarse and fine particles [79]. The coarse 

particles impart excellent abrasion resistance and improve thermal stability. The fine 

particles improve packing density and give a low work piece surface roughness [56, 75 & 

79]. Although, among the materials tested, it has the lowest TRS, the high fracture 

toughness of the material imparts good chipping resistance. As illustrated in figures 9-1 

and 9-2, with a feed of 90 mm/min, impact related wear becomes more prominent. 

 

 

Figure 9-1: CTM302 wear (VB) measurements for different conditions 

CTM302 has a lower thermal conductivity than CTB010, but higher than CMX850. It also 

has higher fracture toughness than CTB010. Therefore it is not as resistant as CTB010 

to crack initiation, but is more resistant to crack propagation [56]. This can be seen in the 
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relatively smaller chipping than for the CTB010 material at higher feeds. A feed of 

around 90 mm/min cause critical impact related chipping. This is shown in figure 9-2. 

Vc = 200 
(m/min) 

fz = 0.025 (mm/z) fz = 0.0375 (mm/z) fz = 0.05 (mm/z) 
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Figure 9-2: Flank and crater wear of CTM302 at high cutting speeds 

A statistical prediction of the combined effect of feed rate and cutting speed was 

calculated using Statistica (Version 8). 

Fitted Surface; Variable: Wear/min

3 3-level factors, 1 Blocks, 81 Runs; MS Residual=21.68809

DV: Wear/min

 > 30 

 < 30 

 < 20 

 < 10 

 < 0 

 

Figure 9-3: Estimated performance of CTM302 for certain conditions  

It is shown in a graphical plane (Fitted surface) in figure 9-3.  The program assumed the 

data is linear. 
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9.1.2 CTB010 

This general purpose material has a 10 micron average grain size and is available in a 

range of PCD layers and overall thicknesses [79]. The performance of CTB010 is plotted 

in figure 9-4. 

 

Figure 9-4: CTB010 wear (VB) measurements for different conditions 

 

This material has the highest thermal conductivity [79], which might have been beneficial 

for the material to withstand the thermally related wear at lower feeds. CTB010 has the 

lowest fracture toughness, although it has higher transverse rupture strength than 

CTM302. Therefore it can withstand the impact initially, but as soon as the cracks are 

initiated, the low fracture toughness cannot stop the propagation [75].  

 

This could be one of several reasons why it fails more rapidly than the CTM302 at higher 

feed rates (90mm/min), where wear is more and chipping is already initiated. Increased 

immersion increases the exposure of the tool to high temperatures, while increased chip 

thickness increases the mechanical shock load on the tool [56]. 
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A feed of around 90 mm/min also cause critical impact related chipping for CTB010. This 

is shown in figure 9-5. 
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Figure 9-5: Flank and crater wear of CTB010 at high cutting speeds 

A statistical prediction of the combined effect of feed rate and cutting speed was 

calculated using Statistica (Version 8). 

 

Fitted Surface; Variable: Wear/min

3 3-level factors, 1 Blocks, 81 Runs; MS Residual=21.68809

DV: Wear/min
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 < 0 

 

Figure 9-6: Estimated performance of CTB010 for certain conditions 

It is shown in graphical format in figure 9-4. The more inclined gradient on the cutting 

speed (Vc) axis compared to the one of feed rate, is also a clear indication that Vc has a 

larger effect on the wear. 
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9.1.3 CMX850 

Figure 9-7 indicates that CMX850 performed better the other PCD inserts at high 

material removal rates. 

 

Figure 9-7: CMX850 wear (VB) measurements for different conditions 

This figure indicates that CMX850 performed better than the other PCD inserts at high 

material removal rates. At lower table feeds the relatively high transverse rupture 

strength resulted in the material to overcoming the initial micro-chipping [56, 75 & 79]. 

Through the results and from the literature it is evident that cutting speed is the most 

influential parameter. An increase in cutting speed and feed per tooth generate a higher 

table feed, which assures an increased material removal rate [19].  

 

At a certain material removal rate the impact related wear (chipping), initiates sudden 

tool failure [31]. Out of this study it could be seen that the high transverse rupture 

strength of CMX850 enables the material to cut at higher material removal rates. At a 

cutting speed of 200 m/min and feed per tooth (fz) of 0.05 mm/z, there is a prominent 

decrease in wear compared to the lower speeds (150 m/min).  
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This observation that goes against the normal trend of machining [19 & 22] behaviour 

generated a significant amount of interest among the research team. This is also clearly 

illustrated in table 9-3. 
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Figure 9-8: Flank and crater wear of CMX850 at high cutting speeds 

There is less wear on the flank and rake for the CMX850 cutting with fz= 0.05 mm/z 

compared to fz=0.0375 mm/z. A statistical forecast of the combined effect of feed rate 

and cutting speed was calculated using Statistica. 

 

Fitted Surface; Variable: Wear/min

3 3-level factors, 1 Blocks, 81 Runs; MS Residual=21.68809
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Figure 9-9: Estimated performance of CMX850 for certain conditions 

A statistical forecast of the combined effect of feed rate and cutting speed was 

calculated using Statistica. It is shown in graphical format in figure 9-6. The darker red 
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colour indicates the conditions that generate more wear, while the light green specifies 

the less wear conditions. Although it may be expected that the graph should be lower in 

the corner (Vc = 200 m/min & fz = 0.05 mm/z), the linear approximation of Statistica plots 

this performance forecast. 

9.1.4 Summary of performance 

The data from the test runs was analyzed using Statistica and the following graphs 

helped the author to summarize the performance for different milling conditions. Figure 

9-10 illustrates the effect of the properties from different cutting materials. 
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Figure 9-10: Performance of different inserts 

The main effects graph clearly indicates that the fine grain CMX850 performed best 

overall, for the different cutting configurations. It is also interesting that there is a 

relationship between the performance and transverse rupture strength of the materials 

(see table 8-5 and figure 5-3 [56]). Similar, for a decrease in grain size (increase in 

density) [75], the performance improved.  
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Figure 9-11 and table 9-1 show the effect of cutting speed and feed rate on the 

performance of the insert. 

Plot of Marginal Means and Conf. Limits (95.%)
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Figure 9-11: Influence of cutting speed (Vc) and feed rate (fz) 

The effect of change in cutting speed (linear approximation by Statistica) was 20.17 

compared to the 7.08 for change in feed rate. This information concluded that cutting 

speed has a larger effect on tool life than feed rate, similar to machining with WC. A 

probability plot and Pareto chart was also drawn in Statitica as shown in figure 9-12. 
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Figure 9-12: Influence of different parameters 

From these figures it is also evident that cutting speed (linear approximation) has the 

largest influence followed by feed rate (linear approximation).  
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The influence of the different parameters is summarized in table 9-1. 

Table 9-1: Influence of the different parameters 

Effect Estimates; Var.:Wear/min; R-sqr=.80419; Adj:.78831 (Spreadsheet23)

3 3-level factors, 1 Blocks, 81 Runs; MS Residual=21.68809

DV: Wear/min

Factor

Effect Std.Err. t(74) p -95.%

Cnf.Limt

Mean/Interc.

(1)Insert  (L)

Insert  (Q)

(2)Vc      (L)

Vc      (Q)

(3)Fz      (L)

Fz      (Q)

16.96852 0.896249 18.93281 0.000000 15.18270

2.10000 1.267488 1.65682 0.101790 -0.42552

1.79444 1.097677 1.63477 0.106345 -0.39272

20.17111 1.267488 15.91424 0.000000 17.64559

0.36444 1.097677 0.33201 0.740817 -1.82272

7.08444 2.534976 2.79468 0.006612 2.03340

1.39222 2.195353 0.63417 0.527927 -2.98211
 

H0 is that a certain parameter will have no effect on the tool performance. The probability 

(p) indicates H0‟s likelihood.   From table 9-1 it is evident that Vc (linear) and Fz (linear) 

will have a influence on the performance of the insert. 

9.2 Wear scar 

This alloy‟s metallic characteristics caused a high shearing angle to be formed ahead of 

the cutting edge. This caused the chip to contact a relatively small area on the cutting 

tool face and resulted in high bearing loads per unit area [53] during the milling 

experiments. This small contact area together with the low thermal conductivity (7 

W/m.K) [42] of the work piece, resulted in a high rate of temperature increase with 

cutting speed.  

 

Similar the rate of chemical wear increased with an increase in temperature [19&75]. 

This increased the wear closer to the tool cutting edge [31]. Together with the high 

pressure conditions, a Ti-6Al-4V built-up (figure 9-13) formed on the tools. Once the tool 

was worn, the rubbing of the edges [32] generated more heat, which increased tool 

failure [31].  

 

Acid cleaning enabled the author to explore the true wear scar below the deposited Ti-

6Al-4V layer. Thorough SEM analysis discovered that the scar can more or less be 

divided into different wear regions, with regards to the appearance and influential 

mechanisms [19 & 75] moving away from the cutting edge.  
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Moving away from the edge, the impact related mechanisms transforms into temperature 

and chemically related wear [75]. 

 

Figure 9-13: PCD wear scar 

The different regions could be summarized as follows: 

Region A: The highest load is exerted on the edge of the insert [19 & 53]. This is 

where the initial chipping occurs, due to mechanical impact and is 

measured to be around 45µm deep with the SEM. 

 

Region B: This region is also characterized with impact related wear. The work piece 

material tends to stick and break away under the cutting forces [66]. This 

causes small particles to be gradually dislodged out of the matrix [75]. 

 

Region C: This region was covered under a Ti-6Al-4V layer. Getting below this, the 

region is characterized by a relatively smoother (polished) surface, due to 

an abrasive related wear in the form of delaminating [19, 75 & 110]. The 

removed layers cause more friction and the rubbing increase the cutting 

A 
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C 
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temperature [30, 32, 75 & 79]. This causes the work piece to weld onto 

the wear scar [22, 81]. The critical temperature for adhesion to occur for 

machining with PCD is around 760°C and the nominal pressures about 

0.142 GPa [69]. The impact forces are also lower, further away from the 

cutting edge [19 & 53]. Therefore the material doesn‟t break away in this 

region and is thus protected by a Ti-6Al-4V built-up (figure 9-14) layer. 

  

Region D: From visual inspection, this region of PCD material seems to remain 

unaffected after cutting. 

As indicated in figure 9-14 the build-up on the PCD material was found to be Ti-6Al-4V 

for several samples. 

 

Figure 9-14: Build-up analyzed using the SEM  

This deduction is supported by the breakdown per %wt for the spectrum and image 

mapping in figure 9-14 is shown in table 9-2. 

Table 9-2: Typical breakdown (%wt) on a spectrum of the build-up on the 
PCD inserts  

In stats. C O Al Ti V Total 

weight% 3.95  - 5.34 86.9 3.81 100 
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Compared with the nominal 6% Aluminium, 4% Vanadium in table 9-2 it becomes clear 

that the deposit is work material. 

 

An EDM sectioned sample gives an indication of the formed wear scar on the flank. 

Figure 9-15 indicates where the sample was cut and the form of the wear scar. The 

sample was 350x enlarged under the SEM. 

 

Figure 9-15: EDM sectioned wear scar 

The PCD was cut through the wear scar with electric discharge machining (EDM), due to 

the PCD‟s hardness, and polished.  The SEM on the sectioned sample also yielded 

supportive information to establish that the depth of the wear on the flank to be around 

20-25 µm deep. 
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9.3 The performance of CMX850 

Experiments using the best performing cutting tool material (CMX850) followed and 

results were compared to those using tungsten carbide. This PCD material (CMX 850) 

performed satisfactorily for cutting speeds in the range of 100-200 m/min with fz = 0.05 

mm/z. An increase in cutting speed resulted in sudden tool failure, because of the 

significant reduction in the strength and hardness of the cutting tool at elevated 

temperatures.  

 

Under these conditions, the bonding strength of the tool substrate weakened, which 

resulted in tool wear by mechanically (abrasion) and thermally (diffusion) related 

mechanisms. Figure 9-16 illustrates the performance of the CMX850 at different cutting 

speeds. Tool life was calculated in terms of material removed, as cutting times varied for 

different feeds. 

 

Figure 9-16: Tool life of CMX850 at different cutting speeds (fz=0.05mm/z) 

CMX850‟s relatively high thermal conductivity and transverse rupture strength [79] 

enables it to make use of this high material removal opportunity.  
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Lowering the feed rate to 0.01 mm/z and increasing the cutting speed to 500 m/min, 

enabled the CMX850 to cut for long distances (2.75m, 42min 57s). Although this 

ensured a similar extended tool life (2.78m, 43min 25s) as when cutting at 100m/min (fz 

= 0.05 mm/z), a distinctively better surface finish was attained. At elevated cutting 

speeds the PCD outperformed the benchmark cemented tungsten carbide, as shown in 

figure 9-17.  

 

Figure 9-17: Tool life of CMX850 compared to the VP15TF at elevated 
cutting speeds 

At elevated cutting speeds the PCD outperformed the benchmark WC as shown in figure 

9-18. In this high temperature environment [74] the benchmark cemented tungsten 

carbide (VP15TF) failed under the thermal shock, due to its low thermal conductivity [66, 

75 & 79]. 

 

Figure 9-18: Tool life of CMX850 and VP15TF (fz = 0.05mm/z) 
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Figure 9-18 indicates a decreased trend in tool life, with an increase in cutting speed 

(feed). For inserts with low transverse rupture strength, there may be a minimum cutting 

speed below which mechanical overload may occur. In the same way, a local maximum 

tool life may exist if there is a phase change in the work piece material and the insert can 

withstand the harsh operating conditions [56]. 

 

For this PCD material (CMX850) there is a definite increase in tool life at a cutting speed 

of 200m/min (fz = 0.05 mm/z). This counter-intuitive phenomenon was discussed in the 

literature [53 & 56]. In this temperature area the tool life is increased, with an increase in 

cutting speed.  The tool life increased by 35% when the cutting speed is increased from 

150 m/min to 200 m/min. Figure 4-5 in the literature shows that increasing the cutting 

speed beyond 200 m/min will increase the cutting temperature way beyond 1000ºC [74].  

 

Keeping in mind that the strength of Ti-6Al-4V already drops from 1000 MPa (room 

temperature) to below 550 MPa (above 500 ºC) [58], the explanation for this increase in 

tool life could be the phase transformation which occurs at 950ºC and above [29]. The 

Ti-6Al-4V changes from an α-phase to β-phase. The α (hexagonal close packed) is hard 

and brittle with strong hardening tendency, and the β (body centred cubic) is ductile, 

which transforms (cut) easier, but also has a strong tendency to adhere [42]. This might 

also be the reason for the poor chip control discussed below (figure 9-20) under these 

operating conditions. Therefore, this study confirmed that there is a region where the 

cutting zone may be heated to a sufficient temperature for significant stepwise thermal 

softening to occur. This thermally softened state is associated with reduced machining 

forces [29 & 56]. Reaping the benefits of machining in this state is only possible if the 

tool material can continuously withstand the elevated temperatures.   

 

At a cutting speed of 250 m/min, the tool life dropped significantly. Although the strength 

of the work piece material is low [29], the chemical attack [22 & 75] on the tool is more 

aggressive. Together with the mechanical shock due to the higher feed, thermal 

softening, oxidation and chemical reactions weaken the inter-granular bonds which 

cause the grains to tear apart under the action of the machining shear stress [56, 66, 75 

& 79].  
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As shown in figure 9-19 an increase in feed led to an increase in surface roughness. 

 

Figure 9-19: Surface roughness (Ra) produced in different conditions  

Cutting speeds around 250m/min exceeded the surface roughness failure of Ra=1.6. At 

similar low material removal rates (64 mm3/min) the cutting speed and insert geometry 

were influential. A cutting speed of 500 m/min ensured the best surface roughness for 

PCD, while the innovative geometry of the WC helped to get a better surface roughness 

at 100 m/min.  As discussed in the literature [66, 75 & 79], WC has much higher 

transverse rupture strength, but a lower thermal conductivity than PCD. Therefore it is 

common practice to use large feeds and decrease speeds when milling titanium with 

Cemented tungsten carbide [66].  

 

Results from this study showed that for PCD, a decrease in feed and increase in cutting 

speed (Vc) produce a better surface finish, while achieving similar a tool life compared to 

lower speeds, higher feeds. Therefore the author established that PCD show promising 

results for high quality finishing at elevated cutting speeds.  
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Figure 9-20 illustrates the chip formation of the CMX850 produced at different cutting 

speeds. 

CMX850 Flood CMX850 Flood CMX850 Flood 

Vc = 100 m/min Vc = 150 m/min Vc = 200 m/min 

fz = 0.05 mm/tooth fz = 0.05 mm/tooth fz = 0.05 mm/tooth 

MRR = 64 mm
3
/min MRR = 95 mm

3
/min MRR = 127 mm

3
/min 

   
Best chip control Good chip control Poor chip control 

Figure 9-20: Chip formation for CMX850 at different cutting speeds 

An increase in cutting speed will not only reduce the cutting forces, but also a chip 

formation transition from continuous to segmented chips [49]. Interesting to note that the 

same cutting parameters (Vc= 200 m/min, fz=0.05 mm/z) that led to the “sweet-spot” for 

tool life, generated poor chip control. This might be due to the phase transformation [29]. 

The VP15TF produced longer, gradual chips compared to these of CMX850 (Figure 9-

20).  The tungsten carbide has a good designed geometry and produced a better 

segmented chip formation than the experimental geometry of the PCD [52].  
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10. Conclusion 

Considering the growing market of the aerospace industry that uses more titanium and 

the push for reduced assembly flow time, opportunities for the advancement of the 

machining technology are prominent. 

 

The work demonstrated progress over the performance reported in current literature. 

The performance of PCD inserts has been compared to that of WC inserts in the 

machining of Ti-6Al-4V at elevated cutting speeds. It has been found that the PCD 

performed better than the WC at these extreme thermo-environments. The study also 

confirmed that there is a region where sufficient temperature in the cutting zone may be 

generated to reduce machining forces, while keeping the operating temperature of the 

tool within limits.  

 

The author explored the potential for high speed milling of Ti-6Al-4V, by investigating the 

fundamental causes of tool failure. The objective was to achieve an order of magnitude 

increase in tool life, machining at high speed, simply by reducing some of the failure 

mechanisms through different cutting strategies. 

 

Tool wear for milling Ti-6Al-4V is described as a thermo-mechanical high-cycle fatigue 

phenomenon. Uniform and a retarded tool wear rate with the capability of higher volume 

of material removal per tool life are achieved in the case of PCD inserts compared to 

Cemented tungsten carbide. The average surface roughness produced during the 

experiments was relatively low and equivalent to that obtained in polishing for various 

conditions. The chip control for roughly all the experiments conformed to the industry 

requirements for practical high performance machining. The chips were found to be 

serrated and decreased in size as the feed was increased. 

 

The study indicated the following issues to be important for an increase in tool life at 

high-speed finish milling of Ti-6Al-4V: 

1. Maximising both the transverse rupture strength and thermal shock resistance 

factors values, will produce a robust tool. 
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2. Increased cutting speed (feed) will generally decrease tool life. For inserts with 

low transverse rupture strength, there may be a minimum cutting speed below 

which mechanical overload may occur. In the same way, a local maximum tool 

life may exist if there is a phase change in the work piece material and the insert 

can withstand the harsh operating conditions. 

 

The best balance for a high removal rate and economic tool life need to be established 

for new insert entrants. Application to exactly where the heat build-up is concentrated, 

thermal shock and heat transfer at elevated tool temperatures are the constraint factors. 

Future work needs to be specific in determining the appropriate heat transfer coefficient 

and needs to determine relevant material property values to generate quantitative 

models. Comments by Boeing and their titanium supplier Timet (Titanium Metals 

Corporation)  that Ti-54M might be the titanium alloy of the future, needs to be strongly 

considered in future work. 

 

In the past, industries worked on the reduction of non-productive times. In the future we 

need to consider non-productive energy. Evaluating the material removal rate per kW of 

power (energy) required, should be considered. Considering the megatrends of our time, 

the author is of the opinion that the opportunity will swiftly migrate to the efficient 

manufacture of energy resources, like wind and water turbines.   
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ABSTRACT 

Aircraft manufacturing is in a growth phase. High fuel prices and environmental concerns further 

promote the use of titanium. A growing market niche for high value titanium machined 

components is perceived. Machining is a major cost contributor. It creates an opportunity for a 

supplier to gain a competitive advantage.  The most prominent cooling practice in the industry, 

namely flood cooling, offers room for development. Higher cutting speeds resulting in higher 

cutting temperatures, resulting two phase flow and delayed surface wetting on the hot insert 

surface, is considered. Tool materials able to withstand high temperatures, such as PCD, is 

shown to have potential to last significantly longer at higher cutting speeds. Cutting strategy is 

presented as another potential focus area to achieve effectiveness improvements. Results of an 

experimental pilot study indicate that current industrial practice utilises material constraints 

relatively well. It is concluded that new cooling techniques, new cutting materials and well 

designed cutting strategies will have to be developed for significant machining performance 

improvement. 

INTRODUCTION 

The aerospace and defence industries are currently experiencing huge growth, however it is 

questionable whether they have sufficient capacity to meet future demands. Driven by a 

competitive consumer market to keep airfares and shipping rates low, aerospace manufacturers 

need to reduce costs from 5 to 10% each year [1]. This makes the application of the materials 
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used in the aero-engine and efficiency of the manufacturing processes critical. The material for 

one of the titanium split-fan cases cost $30 000 per part in 2007 compared to $5 000 in 2004 [1]. 

Titanium and nickel-based alloys constitute the bulk of materials used in aircraft engines. For 

titanium-alloys the percentage content is ~ 30 wt% in commercial and 40 wt% in military gas 

turbines [2]. In figure 1 the breakdown of different materials in aircraft construction is shown.  The 

specific thermal, corrosion and mechanical properties offered by titanium alloys, provide distinct 

advantages in engine applications. Their machinability is however poor, currently limiting their 

use. 

The Airbus Global Market Forecast anticipates a demand for some 24,300 new passenger and 

freighter aircraft between 2007 and 2026, creating an average delivery rate of some 1,215 

airliners annually during this 20-year period valued at US$ 2.8 trillion [3]. Rolls Royce forecasts 

that engine orders will increase from 35 000 in the period 1996-2005 to about 55 000 in 2006-

2015 (57% growth) [4]. The latest outlook report forecasts that engine deliveries units are 

estimated to be 71, 500 in 2017-2026. Engine demand over the next 20 years could be worth 

US$ 701 billion [5]. Additionally, world traffic is expected to increase by 4.9% p.a.  [3], [5].  

Fuel is the largest cost for all airlines and a major priority for profitable airline operation. For some 

carriers, the fuel bill can account for up to 50% of direct operating costs. For most carriers fuel 

expense grew from 15% to more than 25% of total airline operating costs (2003 – 2006) [5], [6]. 

By 2026, the fuel consumption of the average world fleet is expected to be at three litres per 100 

passenger kilometres, similar to the benchmark that the A380 set recently [3]. 

Other

5% Steel & Steel 

alloys

25%

Titanium

30%

Nickel and Nickel 

alloys

40%  

Figure 1: Typical commercial aero-engine material content 
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The scenario that is reported in the text above, details an aircraft market with good prospects 

over the foreseeable future.  This creates an opportunity for a developing country like South 

Africa with proven technical and manufacturing expertise on an advanced enough level to be 

suitable for second or third tier supplier status in the global aerospace supply chains. The 

prospects for increased use of titanium are positive, creating niche areas for new entrants as 

specialist manufacturing suppliers.  Given the high cost of titanium and the difficulty of machining, 

necessarily sets the stage for a high value part, for which the added manufacturing value could 

be significant as well. This is considered an export opportunity for South Africa. 

1 OPPORTUNITIES RELATED TO COOLING 

The thermal conductivity of Ti6Al4V (7 W/m.K) is approximately one twenty fifth of that of 

Aluminium (6061: 177 W/m.K), one eighth of that of steel (1018: 59 W/m.K).  It is less than a third 

of the corresponding value for stainless steel (SS422B: 24 W/m.K) and only half of the value for 

even Inconel (718: 15 W/m.K). The result is a concentration of heat in the cutting zone, causing 

the characteristically high tool wear for which titanium is known [7].  Approximately 80% of heat 

generated is retained in the tool, while only 20% is removed by means of the chip [8]. 

 

Titanium machining is characterised by an unusually small contact area where the chip is in 

contact with tool face.  Compared to steel being machined at the same rate, this contact area is 

only a third for titanium.  The low thermal conductivity, together with the small contact area, result 

in a high rate of temperature increase with cutting speed and wear occurring closer to the tool 

cutting edge [9].   

 

Together, the low conductivity and heat concentration on a small area account for high tool 

temperatures. Temperatures of 900ºC have been measured at a cutting speed of 75 m/min [10]. 

In interrupted cutting, such as milling, the tool is subjected to cyclic heating and cooling, causing 

thermal shock.  When the rate of cooling is increased significantly, the result is crack formation 

causing premature tool failure [11].  Su et al [12] connects cyclic thermal shock directly with 
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thermal crack initiation. It logically follows that an indiscriminate increase of cooling power will 

yield diminishing returns.  

 

Further complexity is added by the fact that titanium‟s chemical reactivity becomes problematic at 

temperatures above 500 ˚C.  Apart from diffusion wear, chips seize onto the tool cutting surface.  

Once a built-up edge develops, tool failure follows rapidly [9].  A practical manifestation of this 

problem is that chips can spontaneously ignite as they react with oxygen. Recently, a 5-axis 

machine was destroyed by fire in this way in Cape Town, SA. 

Che-Haron [13] reports that advisable industry practice cutting speeds for titanium are limited to 

about 45 m/min. This is in accordance with the recommendations of Sandvik [14]. Considering 

that Aluminium can be cut at 20-100 times higher and hardened steel at 4-8 times higher speed, 

titanium machining cost could be reduced if higher speeds were possible. Cooling of the titanium 

machining process therefore presents an opportunity for process improvement. 

 

Simple flood cooling, which has become standard practice, has become insufficient and at the 

same time too crude a technique, making cooling a frontier in titanium machining development.  

Application to exactly where the heat build-up is concentrated, thermal shock and heat transfer at 

elevated tool temperatures are the constraint factors. 

Titanium machining requires high application pressures to penetrate to the localized heat 

generation zone. When the cutting zone is shielded from the lubricant stream such as in cutting 

with deeper axial immersion (roughing), the coolant needs to be focused on the cutting edge. 

Focused application is addressed by the relatively new technique of high pressure (10-100 bar) 

through spindle lubrication. Barnett-Ritcey [15] doubled tool life at an experimental cutting speed 

of 150 m/min.   

 

At high tool temperatures, typically above 500ºC, the heat transfer mechanism between the 

cooling fluid and the tool surface changes to two phase high speed flow. The coolant is vaporised 

on contact with the heated tool surface, forming an isolating boundary layer on the tool surface. 
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Quantifying the phenomenon, the heat transfer coefficient for water is reduced almost tenfold 

from a value of 13 500 W/m2K at 380ºC to 1470 W/m2K above 830ºC [15], [16]. The 

phenomenon is also described as delayed surface wetting or constrained coolant jet impingement 

in the heat transfer literature.  The relevance to titanium machining is that cooling becomes 

ineffective at higher heat loading on the tool surface.  The design of efficient cooling systems 

specifically for titanium machining is considered an area that holds potential for significant 

improvement. 

Cooling of titanium machining is not a challenge with a single boundary, where more (cooling) is 

not automatically better.  Implementing a cooling system with too high a cooling power will 

promote thermal shock.  Even with the low, unpredictable power of flood cooling thermal shock 

has been described often in the literature as well as encountered in practice. We are  of the 

opinion that through spindle application, high pressures (50 bar +) as well as customized, 

possibly even under dynamic control, of gas / fluid mixtures for “soft” or controlled heat exchange 

rate cooling holds the first key to significantly increased machining effectiveness. 

2 SOFTENING / EASY MACHINING AT ELEVATED SPEEDS / 

TEMPERATURES 

At elevated temperatures titanium becomes softer and therefore easier to machine. If a cutting 

material can be found that can withstand these elevated temperatures dynamically (cyclic heat 

input), this could yield a local optimum condition at which machining cost and lead time can be 

reduced. 

 

Figure 2  shows that a cutting material able of withstanding temperatures in the region of 1000 to 

1500ºC will be able support cutting speeds in excess of 200 m/min. Withstanding elevated 

temperatures, especially of fast cyclic thermal loading, such as in intermittent cutting, will depend 

fundamentally on the thermal diffusitivity.  It is significant to note that that the thermal conductivity 

for Polycrystalline diamond or PCD (λ = 500W/mK) is five times more than that of tungsten 

carbide (λ = 100W/mK).  Typically PCD is significantly harder (6000 HV) than carbides (2500 HV) 

indicating better performance at elevated temperatures. PCD also has lower transverse rupture 
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strength (1350-2500 MPa) versus unalloyed carbide (2500-3500 MPa) making it more susceptible 

to mechanical shock experienced in interrupted cutting. Thermal conductivity when divided by 

specific heat capacity yields a thermal diffusivity for PCD that is practically 10 times greater than 

for tungsten carbide, which indicates vastly better performance under thermal shock.  

 

Figure 2: Effect of cutting speed on tool life (hx = 0.025mm, ae = 0.25mm, forged 
Ti6Al4V, A50) [17] 

The completely counter-intuitive phenomenon that the tool life is increased, when the cutting 

speed is also increased, is shown in Figure 2.  The tool life recorded with the CTB 010 PCD insert 

is doubled when the cutting speed is increased from 229 m/min to 305 m/min. From figure 3 it can 

be seen that increasing the cutting speed beyond 250 m/min will increase the cutting temperature 

to significantly over 1000ºC. This phenomenon could be explained by the phase transformation at 

995 ºC when Ti6Al4V changes from an α-phase to a β phase that is easier to transform.  
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Figure 3: Area-weighted average cutting temperature as a function of cutting speed for 
K68 carbide insert (chip load, 0.127 mm/rev) [17] 

Up to now, tool materials that can these extreme temperatures were not available.   In the same 

figure it can be seen that tool material E30 which is a more conventional tungsten carbide did not 

perform well at all. 

 

The titanium machinability research group at Stellenbosch is investigating a new experimental 

PCD grade manufactured by Element Six (Pty) Ltd.  This PCD material combines a high chipping 

and abrasion resistance with good processability. This creates a distinct potential for withstanding 

high temperatures combined with increased mechanical shock resistance. Its fine grain size gives 

the new material both relatively high fracture toughness as well as high transverse rupture 

strength, which is an ideal combination for interrupted cut milling of titanium. The material is 

expected to be suitable for roughing and finishing applications.  

4 MACHINING STRATEGY FOR TITANIUM 

The potential for significant advances in titanium machining is perceived to exist utilising the 

material characteristics of superhard cutting materials. These include the synthetic diamond 

family and new improved carbide grades.  Carbides in their extreme hard form are rather 

susceptible to thermal shock.  Due to relatively high transverse rupture strength the carbides are 

however relatively less sensitive to mechanical shock loading.  The combination of these two 
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parameters lead to the machining strategy focus that should minimise both forms of shock but 

placing an emphasis on reducing thermal shock if it is a trade-off between the two factors. Figure 

4 shows a roll-in strategy to minimise shock loading on the cutting edge. This work needs to be 

analysed fundamentally and applied to the new generation PCD tool materials. PCD is for 

example relatively more susceptible to mechanical shock due to lower TRS values than those for 

carbides, but much more resistant to thermal shock due to high thermal diffusitivity 

characteristics. 

 

Fig 4: Roll-in machining strategy [14] 

High axial immersion cut strategies also holds promise for titanium machining effectiveness 

advances.  Research by Sandvik [14] has shown that a decrease in tool life is only weakly 

correlated with an increase in axial immersion. The negative correlation of tool life with maximum 

chip thickness is stronger, while the also negative correlation with cutting speed is extremely 

strong. It therefore seems theoretically possible to tailor the cutting process parameters to 

maintain tool life while increasing the material removal rate.  This strategy will require an increase 

of axial immersion.  There are further possibilities to apply these principles to the considerably 

different set of material characteristics of the synthetic diamond family of cutting materials. 
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5 EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

A range of experiments were performed to establish a baseline for envisaged experimenting with 

new PCD materials. The goal was to establish which cutting speeds and feeds could be achieved 

with industry standard cooling techniques.   

 

Experiments were conducted at a machining specialist manufacturer using a Leadwell 3-axis 

milling machine.  The work piece was a 30 mm square bar of Ti6Al4V in the solution heat treated 

and aged condition.  Hardness tests confirmed the specified 1080 MPa yield strength. Face 

milling was used.  The tool used was a toroidal insert carrier with three cutting surface curved 

inserts.  The carbide insert material used was F40M grade. 

6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Experiments were conducted with the aim that insert life should exceed 4 min.  Each insert was 

inspected after 2 min and 4 min to determine wear progression.  Three lubrication strategies, dry 

machining, air lubrication and flood lubrication were tested.   

Table 1:  Cutting parameters 

 

7 CONCLUSIONS 

The experiments indicated that the speeds, feeds and depths of cut recommended by the tool 

manufacturers can be exceeded to a certain extent.  The gains that can be achieved along this 

route, is however limited.  The cutting recommendations are relatively accurate.  New techniques 

and / or cutting materials will have to be found to substantially improve machining speed and 

effectiveness of titanium.  
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8 RECOMMENDATIONS 

The following research strategies could be fruitful for further improvements: 

Increase of cooling effectiveness: Advanced technology techniques beyond simple flood cooling 

will be necessary. 

New generation PCD materials have significant potential for improvements. 

Carefully planned cutting strategies taking the tool material strengths and weaknesses into 

consideration, holds improvement potential. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper proposes the application of precision pallet technology, together with common 3-axis 

milling, to machine certain complex aerospace components, that is normally 5-axis machined. In 

this approach however, a set of different customized precision pallets are used to present each 

complex plane to the 3 axis machine as a horizontal plane, requiring quick and simple face 

milling. After machining one surface, the pallet is exchanged with another that has been pre-set 

up in machining time.  Trials confirm the viability of the approach with capital recovery in less than 

a year.  

1. Introduction   

Many developing countries, in this case specifically South Africa, have a significant technology 

base in certain fields. Projects like a space observation telescope, satellite launches and new 

nuclear power generation concepts require an advanced manufacturing capability as a 

prerequisite. A common factor among developing nations is that their exchange rate is favourable 

for exports rather than for imports (€ 1 = 12 SARand, Feb 2009).  Being fully imported, advanced 

machine tools therefore represent a large investment in local currency. According to Byrne et al 

[1], machine tool developers are expected to not mainly concentrate on maximum speeds and 

acceleration of machine axes, but to concentrate on other non-productive time aspects, like set-

up time of machines. This includes work in the area of machine accuracy and flexibility. 

 

mailto:h2j@sun.ac.za
mailto:tiaan@sun.ac.za
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The objective of this study addressed this scarcity of simultaneous 5-axis machines through 

exploring the use of precision palletised work holding, to emulate 5-axis machining on a 3 axis 

machine for flat surfaces. To provide a suitable context, the subject is introduced from a flexible 

manufacturing perspective.  

 

The company where this approach was studied manufactures short run components, prototypes 

and tools on demand, to typical aerospace specifications. The 5-axis CNC machines are fully 

occupied mostly for 24 shifts, 7 days per week, while the 3-axis machines have reserve capacity.  

2. Background 

Nagarjunaa et al [2] mentioned that manufacturing industries are rapidly changing from 

economies of scale to economies of scope. These industries are characterized by short product 

life cycles and increased product varieties in a similar manner to the situation at the company 

where the concept was tested. This implies a need to improve the efficiency of job shops while 

still maintaining their flexibility. Manufacturing speeds together with minimised secondary times, 

process stability and machining quality continuously increase production efficiency [3]. A flexible 

manufacturing system (FMS) can be defined as an integrated computer-controlled configuration 

of numerical control machine tools, as well as work holding and a material handling system 

designed to simultaneously manufacture a low to medium volume of a wide variety of high quality 

products at low cost [4]. The pallet work holding system proposed to the company allows for 

different operations on the standardized pallet chuck. This significantly reduces change over- and 

setup times, making it a very adaptable and flexible process. All proposed setup adjustments take 

place outside the milling machine, within the machining cycle time of other parts undergoing 

similar machining operations. This is the case for 3-axis machining. Should 5-axis machining be 

available change over and setup times can be reduced significantly. 
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2.1 Flexible work holding  

The company manufactures on a strictly make-to-order basis. Therefore the work holding method 

should compensate for a wide range of different part sizes and cutting strategies. As mentioned, 

extreme flexibility is required of the work holding technique. From the ten desirable characteristics 

of work holders examined by Fellers et al [5], holding, supporting, part location and tool approach 

accessibility are applicable.  

 

Figure 1 [6] shows the different flexible work holding strategies, and indicates the manually 

assembled work holding strategy used by this company. 

Flexible work holding 

strategies

 

Programmable clamps

 

Adaptable clamps

 

Modular and 

Reconfigurable fixtures 

 

Phase-change fixtures 

 

Sensory-based 

assembly 

 

Other fixture concepts

 

CAD/CAM database

 

Modular fixture kits

 

Reconfigurable 

assembly

 

Automatically 

assembled

 

Manually assembled

 

 

Figure 1:  Flexible work holding strategies [6] 

Choi et al [7] mentioned that if the part could be magnetically suspended in the air, all sides could 

be machined without changing the set-up. The result would be a single machine set-up that often 

called Complete Machining. Integration of various machining processes into one machine tool 

and six side machining process strategies have transformed the classical process chains with 

sequential and dedicated machine applications in one clamping [1]. In addition, process designs 

have been further optimised regarding productivity by introducing parallel processing and hybrid, 

also known as assisted machining, processes (e.g. laser aided turning). 
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All these approaches have one main goal: To reduce non-value adding processing times due to 

transportation and part handling. Usually, this goes along with an elimination of re-clamping 

operations, which has positive effects on the part accuracy [8]. 

2.2 Machine flexibility   

Machine flexibility is the fundamental building block of the other manufacturing flexibilities. As the 

machine flexibility increases, a machine tends to be capable of performing a larger number of 

operations as suggested by Koste and Malhotra [9]. A higher level of product mix flexibility, 

process flexibility, operation flexibility and routing flexibility are resulting gains [10]. Chen and 

Chung [11] and Wahab [12] measure machine flexibility as the weighted sum of machine-

operation efficiencies.  

 

The different machining operations for this relative complex work piece are done on the same 

machine, and therefore, as mentioned by Groover [13], the setup/changeover time is used as the 

measure. Setup time is considered inversely proportional to machining flexibility. The proposed 

pallet system illustrated in figure 2 offers the capability to adapt a given machine to a wide range 

of production operations and part styles.  

 

Figure 2:  An example of a pallet being mounted on a chuck 

The greater the range of operations and part styles, the greater the machining flexibility. The 

figure clearly illustrates how the different pallets are placed onto the chuck. 

Chuck 

Pallet 
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2.3 Production flexibility  

Production is facing the need for higher productivity, flexibility and quality due to the on-going 

progress of customisation and global competitive markets. Over the last decade, new 

manufacturing strategies like high speed and high performance cutting, hard and dry machining, 

process-integration, complete machining and new tool materials influenced machine tool 

developments, or have been made possible by it [14]. As a consequence, productive as well as 

non-productive times could be drastically reduced. Production flexibility also depends on the 

machine flexibility of the individual machines [13]. If it is economically viable for the company, 

investing in standardized pallet chucks (receivers) for each machine will be a way to increase the 

production flexibility. Customized work holding pallet platforms could then be designed for the 

different complex operations of the parts, which will fit onto these standardized chucks at the 

different machines as illustrated in figure 2. This will in turn make all the machines more flexible, 

which will lead to an increase in production flexibility. The designed workholding pallets will also 

help the company to respond swiftly to demand variation as mentioned by Theodorou [15]. 

2.4 Flexibility and this study 

Other benefits of flexibility include the increase in machine utilization, lower manufacturing lead 

time and higher labour productivity. In this study precision pallet technology was proposed to re-

route some of the work that could only be done on the capital intensive 5-axis machine, to one of 

the freely available 3-axis machines. Designing processes to perform work on more generic, 

freely available machines (3-axis) is an application of production flexibility in itself. The method is 

compared to a method using successive manual setups by means of a time study, as the 5-axis 

machine was not available. 

3. Experimental Method 

The research method followed consisted of the mapping of the current process, interviews with 

technical staff on the current and proposed process, as well as a time study.  The current process 

was largely mapped through interviews conducted with the technical staff together with data 

collection from company records.  This information was used as the benchmark. Interviews 
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throughout the time study served to obtain a better understanding of the problem, to identify 

opportunities for improvement and to establish a better working relationship with the technical 

staff. 

3.1 Operations to machine missile wing 

The technology demonstrator that was suggested by the company is a missile wing. For this 

component aerodynamic requirements result in a complex geometry, as shown in figure 3. It 

needs to undergo different machining operations in order to achieve the required shape. 

 

Operation Description 

1 Pre-operation and clean-up cut 

2 Drill set-up and counter sunk holes 

3 Mill 3° angle face 

4 Mill 12° angle face 

5 Mill 4° angle face 

6 Cut step, 45° angle and slot 

7 Final cut and positioning holes are cut off 

8 Handwork on leading edge and corners 

Figure 3:  Different missile wing operations 

Similar face milling operations had to be done at different angles, as shown in figure 4. Using a 

set of different precision pallets, customized to the correct angle, each complex plane is 

presented to the 3-axis machine as a horizontal plane, resulting in quick machining and a high 

quality surface finish.  

3 

6 

8 

6 2 

5 

4 
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After machining one surface, the pallet is exchanged with another that has been pre-set up. The 

different cutting operations are indicated in figure 4.   

 

Figure 4:  Different milling operations 

Cut A is a 3° operation, cut B a 12° operation and cut C a 4° milling operation. Therefore pallets 

with different angles had to be manufactured to fit on the chuck base of the pallet system. 

3.2 Current work clamping process 

The established method used at the company to machine these parts was to clamp the work 

piece into the vice mounted on the bed of the 3-axis milling machine. When loading a new work 

piece into the machine it is important to establish accurate location of the tool prior to the 

machining cycle. This is usually done with a touch probe or gauge block which is time consuming. 

The time spent on this operation contributes to a major part of the setup time. 

 

Traditionally, when loading a new work piece onto a machine, accurate location of the blank must 

be determined prior to the machining cycle. This increases the setup-time significantly. Likewise, 

when moving a work piece from one machine tool to another, it is necessary to reload the partially 

machined part into a fixture or vice and then establish a datum point from which to continue the 

machining. This transfer process can be time consuming because of the need to re-establish 

A 
C 

B 
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location of the work piece on the second machine tool. This is also a major potential cause of 

inaccuracy. 

3.3 Proposed pallet process 

A systematic approach to part loading and unloading is available to the machining industry 

through pallet technology. Although this technique is primarily designed for part loading and 

unloading, it was proposed in this case to emulate 5-axis machining on a 3-axis machine. Using 

this chuck and pallet system, a work piece reference location only needs to be established once. 

Figure 5 illustrates how the different pallets are placed onto the chuck. 

 

Figure 5: Pallet and Chuck system 

Figure 5C shows how this chuck is kept in position by a machine vice. The chuck stays in this 

position throughout the entire process. All the different cuts are made on this chuck or base 

assembly. Different pallets are machined with different angles as depicted in figure 5B. These 

pallets are changed for the different cutting processes as indicated by the arrows in figure 5A. 

Figure 5D indicates how the pallet is released from the chuck by supplying air at a pressure of 

about 8 bar. The next pallet is subsequently clicked into position. Research also shows that 
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palletized work holding systems also offer a unique opportunity to address the problem of 

vibration control for milling operations from another perspective as described by Rashid et al [16].  

 

Using this setup technology, five sides of the part are accessible to the machine tool cutter. 

Clamping is achieved using a ball lock mechanism. The lock is positive. It is pneumatically 

actuated and designed to be fail-safe. Air actuates the opening of the chuck only. It closes 

mechanically, therefore if the air supply is cut off, the chuck remains securely clamped. It takes 

only a few seconds to remove a pallet and replace it with the next that has been pre-setup during 

the machine‟s operation time. In this way, more time is saved by the elimination of the need to re-

establish a datum for each part. Locating and securing pallets and then unloading finished parts 

takes a significant amount of setup time. Palletizing parts off-line within machining time and then 

positioning and securing them in common chucks achieve a significant reduction of setup time. In 

the developed world it is perceived to be common practice for operators to be assigned to more 

than one machine. In the developing world however, this practice is rare, allowing the possibility 

to use machining time for setup without having a cost implication. 

 

With the increasing pressure of competition, demands made on flexibility in the workshops are 

extreme. The production of one-off parts and small series is under particular pressure from the 

cost spiral. Especially in this area, many plants still have a large cost reduction potential. This 

could be put to good use, to enhance competitiveness directly, but also by releasing capital 

intensive 5-axis capacity, indirectly.  
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4. Results 

After experimentation and a time study the following results were recorded. The machining time 

of the current process was compared to the proposed (improved) process in terms of the first-off 

machined parts and machining time of all the parts.  

 

The graphs below give a graphical representation of the current process compared to the 

proposed (improved) process. As indicated in figure 6 the machining of the missile wing consisted 

of eight different operations. From the figure it can be seen that the time to set-up the first part of 

the batch for each operation and time to do a quality inspection is also minimized. These results 

are due to the standard pallet work holding method used for all operations. This standardization 

also gave the machine shop the ability to interchange work between machines as well as shifts 

efficiently. Thereby, the machining time is reduced as shown per operation.  

 

Figure 6:  A comparison between the old and improved process for the 
individual machining times for each operation in the process 
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From the figures it became evident that the pallet work holding technique decreased the time it 

took to physically do the set-up and inspection of each operation significantly, and led to a 

decrease in machining time for each operation. This improved process led to a saving of 183 

production hours as shown in figure 7. 

 

Figure 7:  Cost reduction for proposed pallet process (full circle or 640hr 
represents the existing process) 

This cost reduction represents a saving of approximately 20.3 working shifts of 9 hours.   

4.1 Return on investment 

It is critical for similar enterprises to know how the expected investment compares to the costs. If 

the 3-axis milling machine that was investigated is occupied with the same type of work, the 

following calculation of return on investment (ROI) is applicable. It could be argued that the 

machine will do simple 3-axis work for a significant percentage of its time, in which case this 

projection of ROI will not be as favourable. For the ROI calculation the conservative assumption 

was made that the machine will perform similar 5-axis work on the 3-axis machine for 50% of the 

time. The owner of the machining company argued that it is his objective to increase high 

complexity work and rather decrease the percentage of simple machining work. The effect of this 

policy is already reflected in the fact that utilisation of the 5 axis machine has grown to 7 days a 

week, 24 hours per day. It is therefore not surprising that the owner implemented the technology 

on several of his 3-axis machines. The ROI is expressed in terms of payback period. 
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Investment:  Chuck: € 4 400, Pallet € 400 x 3. 

Expenses:  3-Axis milling machine operates at € 24 / hr with 50% of work to be similar. 

Savings:  Similar projects can be completed 29 % earlier, resulting in significant savings. 

 

Payback period: 

Using P = A [(1+i)
 n

 – 1 / i (1+i)
 n

], [17] and the cash flow diagram below [Figure 9] the payback 

period was calculated.  

where  

P (Present value)  = € 5 600 loaned at i = 14% (annually) 

A (Annual savings) = € 24 /hr x 50% x 29% x 9(hr/day) x 5(days/week) x 4.2(weeks)  

       = € 657.72 savings per month 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

€ 5 600 (Investment) 

€ 657.72 (Savings) 

n months 
1    2   3    4    5    6    7    8 

Figure 8:  Cash flow diagram of investment 
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Using a discrete cash flow table [17] with a 1% discrete interest rate, the payback period is 186 

days or 8.85 months as illustrated in figure 9. 

 

Figure 9:  Payback period for initial investment (ROI progression – year 1) 

 
Hours of work per year:  = 2250 hr   (250 days x 9 hrs)  

Cost savings per year:  = € 7 830-00   (50% x € 24 x 2250 hr x 29%) 

According to the calculation above the company is saving € 7 830-00 per year by investing in this 

work holding system. 

4.2 Discussion 

Although it becomes clear that the proposed pallet process shows a significant reduction in time, 

as well as enabling 5-axis work on a 3-axis machine, there are several other benefits the 

palletized process introduced. 

 

In the machining sector, standards among equipment makers have mostly been kept as brand 

specific specifications. Reluctance to establish compatibility between unlike machines and 

accessories carries over into both hardware and software. Therefore, standardization becomes 

the individual company‟s own responsibility. Once the work piece is palletized, it is standardized 

and can be placed securely on any machine equipped with a compatible receiver or chuck. With 

this standard work holding method the operator easily reduces his first-off‟s setup time and also 

minimized the total time per operation to a large extent. This standardization gave the machine 
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shop the ability to interchange work between machines as well as shifts efficiently. The design of 

the pallet and its chuck assured consistent placement of a work piece in a machine tool.  These 

supplementary factors on their own present a strong case for using a palletizing system.  

 

However, it was the proposed process‟ modularity that gave the machine shop a method of 

dealing with various applications in an easier, more straightforward way. Modularity is important 

to processing different sizes and shapes of work piece blanks. The chuck is designed to accept a 

very large selection of pallet configurations.  

5.  Conclusion 

The implementation of the palletizing system led to a large reduction in the production time.  The 

time study compared the current against the proposed, improved process. The improved process 

decreased the production hours of 640 hours by 183 hours.  This represents a saving of 

approximately 20.3 working shifts of 9 hours.  The current process required approximately 71 

working shifts, while the proposed process would require only 50.7 working shifts.  This is a 

28.6% saving in production time.  The company can therefore supply the finished products to 

their clients a full 20.3 days earlier than originally planned.   This amounts to a saving of €7 830-

00 per year by investing in this work holding system.  Seen from an investment perspective, the 

capital expenditure will be recovered after a payback period of approximately 9 months. 

 

The pallet system significantly reduced the setup and changeover times, reducing production cost 

and lead time.  If the pallet system is deployed on a larger scale in the company it will contribute 

to flexibility in a significant way.  This project was chosen for its potential to yield cost and lead 

time improvements.   There is little doubt that this level of improvements will not be able to be 

sustained if the system should be deployed on a larger scale.   It however yields improvements 

that will make a significant contribution to competitiveness.   The next step will be to select follow-

up jobs that can make use of the technology and gradually implement the technology on a larger 

scale to simultaneously keep the ROI on the pallet equipment on a profitable level.   
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It is concluded that this 3-axis technique using palletised work holding is technically feasible and 

economically viable to machine flat surface aerospace components that would normally be 

machined on simultaneous 5-axis machines in the developed world. 
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 Program for PCD: 

 

0  BEGIN PGM PCD MM 

1  BLK FORM 0.1 Z  X+0  Y+0  Z-26 

2  BLK FORM 0.2  X+310  Y+12  Z+0 

3  TOOL CALL 6 Z S2547 F1000 

4  L  X+0  Y-41.5 F5000 M3 

5  L  Z+0 F5000 

6  APPR LCT  X+0  Y+0  Z+0 R14.5 RR F96 

7  L  X+280 F96 

8  DEP LCT  X+280  Y-41.5  Z+0 R14.5 F96 M5 

9  L  Z+200 FMAX 

10 L  X+0  Y-41 F5000 M3 

11 L  Z+0 F5000 

12 APPR LCT  X+0  Y+0.5  Z+0 R14.5 RR F96 

13 L  X+280 F96 

14 DEP LCT  X+280  Y-41  Z+0 R14.5 F96 

15 L  Z+200 FMAX 

16 TOOL CALL 0 

17 END PGM PCD MM 
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Program for VP15TF: 

 

0  BEGIN PGM VP15TF MM 

1  BLK FORM 0.1 Z  X+0  Y+0  Z-26 

2  BLK FORM 0.2  X+310  Y+12  Z+0 

3  TOOL CALL 6 Z S2547 F1000 

4  L  X+0  Y-41.5 F5000 M3 

5  L  Z+0 F5000 M8 

6  APPR LCT  X+0  Y+0  Z+0 R14.5 RL F64 

7  L  X-280 F64 

8  DEP LCT  X-280  Y-41.5  Z+0 R14.5 F64 

9  L  Z+200 F5000 

10 L  X+0  Y-41 F5000 

11 L  Z+0 F5000 M8 

12 APPR LCT  X+0  Y+0.5  Z+0 R14.5 RL F64 

13 L  X-280 F64 

14 DEP LCT  X-280  Y-41  Z+0 R14.5 F64 

15 L  Z+200 FMAX M5 

16 END PGM VP15TF MM 

 


